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Believed Present Mardes and Pillage




St. Petersburg, Nov. 6.--The hor-
rors attending the massacres of Jews
in many parts of Russia almost ex-
ceed the powers of the imagination to
picture.
In Kiev, Kishineff, Rostoff, Odessa,
Stormy, Elisabethgrad, Wilma, Smo-
lensk and a number of other cities
hundred, of men, women and children
have been slaughtered. Jewish synt
agogues, homes and shops have been
burned and the belongings of their
owners plundered. The pillagers and
murderers carried the czar's portrait.
Their terrible work began at the same
Ilic‘ir throughout the empire, evident-
ly'in obedience to orders teen some
one quarter.
Parallels Alb.
The situation parallels that of 0181,
when, after the assassination of Alex-
dander II the plans to grant a consti.1
iduktion kã to a maseacre of Jews.
Thereupon the constitution was set
aside by 'Alexander ITT. It is gen-
erally believed that the object of the
present nlacres it to drive the czar
from his itnarpotre • to grant a consti-
tution. Nobody blames Count Witte,
betstgoe the officials or the bureau-
credo redeinw have not yet been re-
placed.
laternatioaal complications are ex-
pected to arise front the wholesale
entreders, which have intimidated few
e. the survivors, but have embittered
many, as well aa aroused the hostil-
, lty of the foreign brethren of the vic-
tims. In places Where there are no
Jews bloody encounters have occur-
red between rile revolutionists, called
the "reds," and the nationalists, call-
ed the "Meeks." In Kazan, Krem.
entchug Ekterinodar. Orenburg and
other cities, regular battles have been
fought by these two elements
many hundreds of lives lost on both
sides.
'Wein Helplessness.
The authorities confess their help-
lessness A million soldiers would not
be sufficient to entree order. A him:
dred cities have requested Naomi sohVgic
diers eahc, while St. Petersburg.
ow. Warsaw, Odessa, Kiev and
a need so,000 each. It is impos-
sible to withdraw the hoops from the
thinner. Moreover, 'the army cannot
be trusted implicitly. Republican
Parades in St. Priersburg and Mos-
cow were beaded 'by generals of the
army. Naval officers invited the rev-
olutionists to plunder the arsenals be-
cause incapable or dishonest admirals
Ptak R.W1 A i aft warships or handed
hem over to the Japanese. The czar
kisses his inability to control the
sack who. resenting the Jeers of
street crowds, fire without or-
s! • I
Count Witte still hopes to estab-
lish peace. He is daily issuing ap-
peals to men of inffivence and is per-
fecting his organization as rapidly as
11(.4414111e. Meantime the life Of the em-
pire ito paralyzed and the resources of
the government are at a low ebb.
Bankers Flee.
The projected loan has failed, the
invited banker, having fled froir. Rus-
sia on a charterea boat. The cou-
pone on outetarAng bonds we soon
so fall slue .and  it will bc
meet the obligation. After the arti-
ficial rise in consols there has come
a had slump.
From dr4egatiort4,.that have called
on him Witte hit asked for Jhree
morrhs' time to fulfill is ilvoiniilk, de:
clng that he Is gictlilii.  to'hanif
-over his posirer to the _Demme An
armistice has been .gocluds4.,
the -liberal forces a , ; though the
committee has called off the strike,
mutual suspicion prevails.- The revri-
Antioniets suspset Opt Witte wants
-time to prepare for a struggle, irhile
the government leers that the..zgeo-
lutionists are meditating some•friwfry
blow. The latter say that only a sat-
isfactory constitution can save the
situation.
 +-
A new speed reetwel fot Ameritan
hattleshis was spade by he Rhode
Island on her official trial trip
PADUCA/1, KY. TUESDAY NOR IN(1, NOVEMBER 7. 1905.
LUMBER PEOPLE
MESSRS. HOLBROOK AND
F ---LESHER SPENT SEVERitt-
DAY SHERE.
They Left Last Night for the South,
While on Tour of Towns, Where
They May Locate.
There are two gentlemen in the city
at present, Hews. Holbrook and
Lesher, who are conferring with the
Canunercial club officials, regarding
locating here a woodworking esttb-
lishment of a certain character. The
visitors do not desire their locations
published for fear it wiM handicap
their efforts to a certain degree.
They represent capitalists controll-
ing a big concern that uses millions
of feet of hickory and other timber
cull) year, and their .tour over the
country is to see where they can es-
tablish a branch concern to best ad-
vantage. They left here last evening
for other points, but spoke most fa-
vorably of this city while in Paducah,
they having come here Sunday.
The representatives stated that they
were visiting different places in .the
southern timber belt, and could kipat
tell yet what would be done as key
had to nuke a report to their super-
iors, after going to different places
and examining into the prevalent con-
dition,. Their backers are intprested
in a number of similar lic.ueas and
industries in the United States, and
they said they were pleased
with Paducah than any city they
thus far visited. The proatiective
branch works a large number of peo-
ple and would be a valued acquisi-
tion to the commercial interests of
this city.
The Commercial drib is doing ev-
erything possible to capture the in-
dustry, but could exact no promises
of any nature from the two gentle-





Bartender Set Before Them Bottle
That Had Live Snake Inside It
Just aa a Prank.
Last evening shortly before 6
o'clock two fellows From Mayfield
went to the Union depot to catch the
train for borne, and whik waiting
thought they would step over to Bud
Quarles' saloon and add several
more to the excellent simply of bug
juice they already bad aboard. Some
days ago a young fellow of that sec-
tion caught a copperhead snake which
he plated in a bottte of water and
presented it to the bartender of the
toffee house, who has since kept it
on exhibition at the saloon. -
When the two Mayfield fellows
came in the bartender, just for fun,
set the snake bottle out on thii, coun-
ter. when they cited for a !"little
whisky." They were full as a:.goose
then and did not notice the reilliied
reptile hinside the bottle. One of
them turned the decanter up to pour




heafL out of the neck of the•
and7Atot its fangs out a time dr
About this time the hiayfieldian
ed down to see how much he
citing in his glass, when he
he snake's head. His part nee Fauglyt
a glimpse of the reptile abodt the
same time and they ikropped tilt bot-
tle and broke throtigh the froot door.
Officeri Hurley and Singers!, were
standing clos-eby and the two visitors
whizzed by them like a young cyclone
going. Timr-oflicers thiught
they had committed some crime and
stepped over to the saloon and found
out what the matter was. Corning
oat again Any looked down the "Y"
going through the yards and the last
Neter, of them the two Mayfield alrates
were pulling for home. They tiaagght
they had "smaloes,". as they kepliihrok-
ing back every minute and hitting as
l ir Ito drive something from bchindthem.They had Men waiting for the
tr4i1i before they went over to take
the drink, but the patrolmen 'bell*
!
they beat the train home, as the list
, seen of them they were saiSitit




Mks. Verde Broadwick, wife of an
aeronaut, fell from a balloon at An-
derson, S. C., and was Instantly killedl.
It is stated that Praneia Joseph has
WO. r. M. Turner, of Pensacola, decided to grant universal mileage
Flu, shot and kill d her beshand to Austria
••••=1•10110110.
PREST'S telPSAGE
THE SUBJECTS MR. ROOSE-
VELT WILL DISCUSS IN
HIS MESSAGE.
How the Important Matters Will Be
Handled and Shaped for
Legislation.
Washingtop, D. C., Nov. 6.—In his
next me-sage to congress President
Roosevelt will deal with railway rate
legislation more extensively than in
previous communications. He has al-
ready put much of that part o fthe
meesage into shape.
The question, the president now be
Heves, has simmered down to prob-
lems of constitutionality and desira-
bility of the various expedients pip-
posed. He wilt discuss the question
whether it would liie better to create
a court of interstate commerce, or to
enlarge the powers of an interstate
commerce commission
It is believed he will make a strong
plea in favor of vestiag more power
in the commission.
Next to railway rate legialstion, the
subjects most in the president's mind
in preparing his message are federal
co I of insurance and federal reg-nt.*
ulat of political' campaign contri-
bud s. Sttaogely enough, in both
there are serious questions of consti-
tutionality. Comniessionee Garfield,
of, the. bureau Of cornorationa, has
taken his stand squarely on the prop.
coition that it would be unconstitu-
tional, in view of the.,supreme court
decisions, to attempt to regulate in-
strratatil. '
On ths subject of Federal control
of president' al campaign funds, con-
gress is confronted With the proposi-
tion that the election machinery, even
for a presidential election, is controll-
ed entirely by state authorities. A
president as not in theory elected by
the people; he is elected by electors
chosen to represent the various states
The federal government would have
no right to interfered Just how this
dculty might be met will be con-
sidered in the message.
Among the tutaserons other matters
which the president is discussing
with his cabinet advisers, with a view
to incorporating in his rneage, are:
The growing deficit, and how to
correct it. .
The Panama canal, and how to ex-
pedite it.
The tariff, and whether it should' be
revbed.
The prevention of railway acci-
dents.
The control of corporations.
The new trade opportunities in
Orient.





Porto Rico's need for better tariff
relations with the United States.
Service pensions, for Grand Army
veterans. e
Reform in the system of govern-
ment busineis.
Better pay for diplomatic and con-
5 II lac officers. i
The prosecution of inolators of re-
bate and other federal laws.
Public land preservation.
Economy in the postal service.
Refunding national indebtedness
and expanding the currency.
Self-government for the Philip-
pines.
Innigration.
e'Tive prosecution of Greene, Gay-
nor, Benson and Beavers. .
A delegate for Alaska.
Territorial admission.
Erslargemetat ,of the battleship.
Foreign relations.
Congress will be aslred to take vig-
orous steps to enable the United
States to_participate in the new mar-
kets to be opened tip -in iThe-- fie Eta.
President Roosevelt believes that a
special commission shorild be author-
ized to study the ,entire subject of
Oriental trade.
Congress as repeatedly ignored
recommendations of this character,
btg it is believed that recent develop-
ments have aroused the whole world
to the situation to such an extent
that the matter can not be longer
ignored. As long agoas IRO Pres-
ident McKinley addressed congress
recommending commission, and urg-
ed it again in IltoU.
President Roosevelt in hi, last
meeselle indorsed the McKinley
recm*endation, and added:
"Tldie importance of securing prop-
er,infOrmation and data with a view
to the enlargement with our trade
with Asia is undiminished. Our con-
sular representative in China has very
strongly urged a place for permanent




-TACK A BAND OF OUT-
LAWS WITH DISASTER.
The Company Retreats to Middles-
boro with:Bilden:it Disorder—
Another Attack Is Planned,
Mitidlesbovo, Ky., Nov. 6.—The
IvUddiestioco company of state guards,
recently organized for the purpose of
capturing Frank Bali, the alleged mur-
derer of Jack Bolen, and to preserve
order ia the community, made an at-
tack: Sienday aftarnocmeon the outlaw
and his band in their fortified house,
located on a mountain four miles
south of here, and for three hours
wooed a desperate battle. ,
As a result of the fight, two sol-
diers are wounded and in the hos-
pital here, two more are missing, and
Shelby Ball, a brother of the outlaw,
was dangerously wounded and prob-
atly is (bead by this time.
If any of the other outlaws fell,
they kept the fact concealed, although
two of the returning soldiers claim
to have seen several of them fall.
1/4
So
The 'diets began to return about
rer. Return in Disorder.
6 o'clqrk, an since then have been
drifting; in by twos and fours, firing'
as they came
It planned by Captain Albrecht
and '11.4 soldiers to make a flank at-
before the blow, could be
there was a miscarriage in
t came near costing many
their lives.
rack was precipitated by the
di.charge of a gun. With
the outlaws came rustling
se cabin and at once took
tons which commanded the






















trot themselves behind trees
rs, they opened a wither-
the advancing state guard,
to also seek the protect-
Or rocks and gullies,
places they kept up the
Iwo hours and then berng
.1ediger stand the fire, re-
"lowly Akar nthe mountain
•
Bandits Cat Telegraph Wires
A dispatch NO received front Pine-
ville, elite miles froglike scale of
the fight, thirs afterndlItt. says that
the lime of the *Miters has been
hurrnt4.
The, wires have been cut going into
Cumbrvland Gap, and it is feared the
wires here will be dealt with in the
same way.
OPEN BREAK IS THREATENED.
Between the Kingdoms of Greece and
Roumania.
Washington, Nov. 6.—Au
break between Greece and Roumania.
will, according to prowae information
receieed in this caty, Soon make the
datigprous situation in /the Balkans
still more complicated. Dating ths
beginning of the tact month Greece
recalled its diplomatic "representative
from Bucharest, arhh Roumania was
thereby forced to with-New her minis
ter (own Athatt.
A. it is sot possible for the two
countries to attack each other either
on land or on sea, the only damage
they can conflict each of:4er, it is
stated, would be ough an econom-
ic war in whichi asrcording lo statis-
tics. Roumania would have the ad-
vantage.
promintnt trade center of that em-
pire, under goverernent control arid
management, as an effective means of
ing our expert.
I 'caIl the attention of congress to the
derahility of carrying out these seg.
gestions."
A new and very irrporant question
his arisen on the subject of our en-
larged navy, relative to which the
president will make recommendations
to congress. This is the question
whether congress should not author-
ize battleships with a tonnage of t8,-
coo displacement, instead of t6,000,
as prcerickd for in the last naval ap-
propriation bill.. Navy men say that
all the rest of the world are building
ta,000-ton ships, in the belief that the
ilarger type 19 to dominate in future
I naval actions, and only the United
Mates is restricting its new ships to
the smaller dimensions.
While cane sae been taken to say
little about it, it is' known that the
plans for new ships authorized by the
last congress have purposely been
held up. in order that this question
might be reconsidered.
Y_OL 22, 110.
INO:COUNCIL. AN IDLE MILLION
THE MEETING WAS POST-
PONED UNTIL TOMORROW
EVENING. •
Bond of Works Will Not Hold Until
Today the Special Session
Arranged For.
Last evening the council held a
neeetieg but adjourned immediately
until tomorrow evening, in order that
everybody could participate in the big
Democratic rally which was held at
Second and Broadway, at which time
speeches were made and there com-
pleted the final arrangements for to-
day's election.
On account of the absence of Pres-
ident George Ingram, the meeting
was opened by City Clerk Henry
Bailey, who found preseht ail with
the exception of Councilmen Ingram.,
Rehkopf and OesIschlaeger. Imme-
diately after the roll call Member
Gilson moved that an adjournment
be taken until tomorrow evening, and
this was carried unanimously.
Board of Works.
The called meeting for the board of
medic works will not be held until
this afternoon, if then. It was called
for yesterday afternoon, in order to
transact some business that was to go
before the council last night, but as
arrangements had been made for the
council to adjourn until tomorrow
night, the board of works decided not
to hold ,their special gathering until
this afternoon. All three members
can be present then, while ir the reg-
ular session of tomorrow afternoon
is 'awaited, only two could be there,
as Member Saunders Fowler will be




DAY CHANGED OVER TO
h HEW QUARTERS.
John L. Jones Will Move to Evans-
ville the *.arch Biome They
Have It aintained Here.
Yesterday Secretary D. W. Coons,
of the Commercial club, moved his
headmtarters from the old offices on
South Foartb, directly across the
street to the Mrs. Rosa Robertson
building, mad he is now sh-aightening
out the Whet effects, getting thern
arranged in shape for business. He
takes the front office, Secretary Rosa,
of the Rattail Merchants, the third of-
fice, while the middle one will be used
as a private quitter for both business
bodies. Kr. Hethert Hoover, the
typewriter man, who has been occu-
pying the third room, yesterday
moved Over to the old evarters vacat-
ed,by the Commercial club.
• Abandoned Branch.
The John L. Jones installment
house is preparing to move the branch
estabiishment it hav maintained here
for several years. 'The company now.
occupies the Thompson, Wilson &
Co. building on North Fourth street
opposite the Central fire department
station house, butt is now preparing to
more the stock back to Evansville,
where is conducted the headquarters
for the chain of stores.
Elks' Dialling.
TheEllecauliding company has no-
tified the negro Banks that he must
have the o:d livery stable beside the
postoffice down and material carted
away by next 'Saturday,- as Monday
the builders want to conwnence ce-
nt( -Rh trie-VX-carrar4006 FOC Me
new structure to be erected on that
site. Only the foundations go down
This *inter, and will be left so they
can settle good by next spring, when
the 'balance of the new homie goes op.
Today there will be started the work
of tearing down the brick wall stand-
ing between the stable and postoffice
property, and *hide wall the custom-
house authorities put up to hide the
ugly side of the stable which' runs
right up to the government property.
The building company for the Elic,
will hold a meeting tomorrow even-




WHO PLEAD FOR WORK.
They Appeal to Their Government





London, Nov. fe--A remarkable
demonstration took place in this city
today, when a delegation representing
reco,000 unemployed men and women
of Great Britain waited on Premier
Balfour and urged the necessity for
heroic measures to avert the terrors
of a workless winter. Five thousand
men and the wives and daughters of
unemployed workingmen marched
from the East End of London as an
escort for the delegation to Downing
street.
The deputation, which spoke in the
name of organized labor of London,
was beaded by Henry Quelch, chair-
man of the Metropolitan Trades (-gun-
cil, who outlined the purposes which
the workingmen have in view.
"Approximately 750,000 men and
ea0000 worften are out of work in the
United Kingdom," said Mir. Quelch.
"They represent 3,000,000 dependents
Who are face to face with a breadless
and fuelless and, in some cases, a
roofless winter. These people are not
4 pack of lazy incompetents. They
are men and women who are able
and willing to do a day's work, but
for Whom the private labor market
offers no hope. We shall not ap-
proach Mr. Balfour as suppliants for
charity. We !bait go to point out
that it is the state's duty to wrestle
with the serious and pitiable economic
problem which this 'horde of hungry
and idle citizens presents.
We shall ask that a special ses-
sion of parliament be called to vete
iftptiey for national public works,
each as the reclamation of waste
lands, reforestratten and road build-
ing. These wilt be useful works that
will give immediate employment to
hundreds of thodaands. The pathos
and urgency of the situation cannot
be exaggerated. The organs of the
aristocy are assailing our demon-
stratioat as Socialistic, but Great Brit-
amn is confronted with a condition, not
a theory The time has passed for
controversy by cloctriOnaires. What
is needed is action.
"The unprecedented large number
of workless persons is not confined
to any particular trade or section. It
it the general result of the growing
latroduction of labor-saving machin-
ery and of the consolidation princi-
ple which is epidemic among the cap-
italist class. The government must
realize that something is wrong when
the country's steadily increasing trade
is accompanied by a steady decrease
in the demand for labor As far back
as the Elizabethan era the state for-
mally recognized that its duty is to
provide work and food for the unem-
ployed. We shall recall the ancient
legislation at our audience with the
prime minister today."
The very significant denvonstration
caused mach interest The delega-
tion received assurance of symelathy
and promise of relief.
EARTHQUAKES IN
SOUTHERN ITALY
Rome, Nov. 6—Frequent earth-
quakes, all of them slight, continue
to he felt in Calabria, where such ter-
rible losses were caused by the earth-
quake of ipme weeks ago. The
shocks are felt especially in the vicin-
_ _They are. accono
FIRE AT CROFTON.
Hopkineville, Ky., Nov. 6.—Fire
which otigineted from a defective
flue in the store of C. M. Dulin at
Crofton Saturday night, destroyed
seven business houses', inettsding the
postoffice and hotel, causing a lows of
about etc note with $5,000 insurance.
•
panied by inoessalit rains and lend-
slides.
The misery of the panie-stricken
inhabitants is increased by the fact
that Vesuvious is in active eruption,
and previous experience leads to the
belief that this presages other virdest
earthquakes..
LIBRARY TRUSTEES.
Will Not Meet Until Tomorrow Eve-
ning for "I'peir Businels.
This evening is the time for hold-
ing the regular monthly meeting of
the trustees for Carnegie library at
Ninth and Broadway, but President
E. W. Bagby has postponed the ses-
sion until tomorrow night on account
of different things engaging the atom
tion cif the members thi. evening.
There is not touch to come before
them and the gathering will not last
Tong.
ag,- -41*.k.c..$41111140.
as everyone _was imbued, iiejth the po-
litical importsnceorthe occasion and,
the welkin was kept ringing until 10
o'clock.
Alderman Lucien Durrett, who, is
the canmaign Manager fer the city
and county, with assistance of Hon
Gus. Singleron, had charge of the ar-
rangements, and the brilliant success
showed how well they handled things.
Speeches were made from the raised
platform by 'Hon. Hal Corbeet, Law-
yer David Cross, Hon. Gus Singleton,
Lawyer Alhen Barkley, Mr. Wheeler
Campbell, Mr. L. P Head, Judge
Richard Lightfoot and several other
spellbinders. They placed before the
mammoth crowd the principles of
Democracy and urged assistance to
the party, amid the applause and
fringing notes of the fine brass band
furnishing music for the occasion.
'Phis morning at 6 o'clock the polls
toPen and close bt 4 c/clock this af-
ternoon, between which time every-
body will have to east their ballots
for their favored candidates. Inlet-
• est in the election seems to have
waned 'anti!, the past few' days, when
'fling, became pretty hot and a very
leeavy vote is anticipated at the elec-
tion booths today. The Regieter will
give the full returns from city, coon-
ly state and country, this evening,
as usual, and cordially invites every-
body to come around and find out




Plow Factory-Al Hymaish (D)
i•-Yi• Thomas 1.,(R) judge;!
Gorge Jaiikson (D). clerk; E. Wi
Berry (R).kiver.ff. t .
• - •Vrecinct
Herrneberger's-A. E. Hank (R)
judge; J. M. Brown (D) judge;
James Householder (R) clark;‘J T.
Powell (D) sheriff.
Precinct No. so.
Glauber's7---ci. T. Anderson (R)
judge; 14).; ,Illertrsan! ID) judge;
E. -;t1ttit.qt) iienry Kett-
ler (Di) e .
Precinct No. is.
Warehouse-Clem Fraociola (D);
1114-ge; Mir: S(R) jie; AI
Orrnan (15).e.lerli; E. C. Wolf (R)
sheriff. *
Voting Places.
The places where thrvoting will be
conducted today in the city are as fol-
lows, the name of the precinct being
followed by the stores and other
%oases in Which, the election booths
will be maintained:
Butler's', at J. a. O'Brien's office on
Itleyres:strect, above the bride; Sooth
Side/ precinct, at South Side fire de-
partment hbose on Fourth and Eliz-
abeth streets; Chalk's, at barber *fop
near Casper /Vine's saloon at Third
and Norton streets; Sctunidtes, at
barber shop new Eleventh and Cald-
well, behind Ripley's drug store;
Yancey's', at Union dtufr %tore on
Goebel avenue and Tenneseke /street;
Yirkpatiriek's, at Gammon's wallpaper,;
Chop, on Clay between Eighth and
south. Sure courthouse No.'s
and 2 will be at courthouse building,
and also•the North Side of court-
home precinct; Glauber's at Glau-
tx-r's livery stable on- Third and
•',Washingtert streets; Warehouse at
'Foreman's Novrity works, on Broed-
way, between First and Second
stretits; Roger's in At:thle behind
Bugg's drug store, at Twelfth and
Broadway; Savage's at Sexton's paint
nbop on Sixteenth and Monroe
streets; Berry's, at RNbertson's ice
*able at Third and Harrison; Heone-
at Wootens' blacksmith
on Tenth between Harrison and
'Clay; Plow' Factory, at Leiseer's oIó
grotery and feed store at Sixth and
Trimble; Gallmarr's, at Galitnan's gro-
cery, at Twelfth and Burnett streets:
Digel's at Frank Diesel's paint shop,
k.scated in the alley opening on the
weer side of South Seventh between
Tennessee and Jones streets
Election C•fficft-s.
The officers Who are to serve at the
precincts today, both in the city arkl
county, are as follows:
Precinct No. a.
Butler's precinct No. r.-J. D. Ber-
ryman, (D) juege; J. Batch (R)
judge; Tom Goodman (D) - clerk;
Henry count-ins -(R) ahcriff
Precinct No. a.
Chalk's, precinct No. 2-Gus Friant
(D) judge; George Oehlschlseger (R)
judge; William Schroeder (D) clerk;
Peter Berger (R) sheriff.
Precinct No. 3.
Diegel's precinct NO. 3-John Mur-
ray (R) judge; Frank Dkgel (D)-
judge; August Thierirsg (R) clerk;
Joe LockwOod (D) sheriff.
' iSfeitirict Xts.
South Side Court House No. i-J.
hi. 'Hart 03) Judge; Chris' Debt!
▪ (R) Hat* Bearkton (1))
clerk; Philip Ashoff (R) sheriff.
Precinct No. S.
pe ' . S .")verstreet,
(1)- J. J. Bleich (R) judge:
IA'. 
J.' Gilbert (D) clerk; A, W.
Sehofield (R) sheriff.
' Pfeeinct No, 6.
North Me Court Houses-H. L.
Blackford (R) judge: yoe tillthan
(0) itklite 
k 
11'. N (tinti ,,e hetrfi.cilerk;Yr . G. Wtil '
Precinct No..
Roger's.-_A. L. Townsend (D)
judge; Fred Kansleiter (R) judge;




RALLY CB() DiT E ;
CITY CONTEST.
Cbmes the -Barite of Ballots-
Where The Votes Will Be
Taken and by Whom.
-
midst the booming of cannon,
flash of sleyrockets and yebls of 1,e00
Tretiltit_ raPY
eritieparey was helel.lest•everthig at
the„Second; and Broadway end of the
city Marlet; by fhe tionirriees and par-
ty workers at the head. It was a
Clork's River--Saundi-s Brook (D')mammoth demonstration that held
the interested crowd intact for several judge; Reify Cdtp• (It) 'judge; Stokes
bouts.' The. grand parade that had Harkey (D) clerk; C. C. Dyson (R)
been calculated noon was dispensed sheriff-
with, but this did hot deter in the i..I Precinct go. 13.
thusiasni and patriotism in the lct,I Florence Station-W. H. Vander-
graft (R) judge; Hawk Derrington'
(D) judge; J. H. Reliance (R) deck;
John Dedrick (D) sherff.
Precinct No. sa. •
Melber-Weiky Hall (D) judge;
J.H. Holder (R) judge; J. S. Pry-
or (D) clerk; S. M. Simmons (R)
sheriff.
Precinct No. sss
Masenc-James Hines (R)' judge;
Phil Newman (D)- judge; J. C. Eley
(R) clerk; E. D. Overstreet (D)
sheriff.
Precinct No. r6.
Hendron's-Lon Polk (D) judge;
Fritz Schmidt (R) judge; Jesse Bell
(D) clerk; Henry Schniedman (R)
sheriff.
Precinct No. T7.
Woodville-T. B. Flowers (R)
judge; J. S. Tcznilinsion (D) judge;
B. L. Lander (10 Clerk; Hugh
Stapp (D) Clerk.
Precinct No. ift.
Graherrutille-R. J. Baldry (D)
judge; H. H. Cavanaugh (R) judge;
Ch.-414es NValker. (D) clerk; Willis
Mitchell (R) sheriff.
Precinct No. 1g. •
Ragland-Clarence Brane (R)
judge; Well Covington (D) !beige;
A. F. Givens (R) clerk; A. J. Roe-
son (D) sheriff.
Precinct No. 20.
Maxon's Mill-Lon Greenwell (D)
judge; 1. S. Curry (R) jedge; Mutt




udgell krarr Ise* )  judge; 
C. El' ) olerkT Dick Pena
(D) sheriff.
krecinct Ho. SS.
Harper's-LTonly Poat p) judge;
W. 'H. Dunaway (ift) judge; Joe




(R). judgt; R. 'W. inershs (D) judge;
C. C. Ilionipsots (R) elerk; Dick
Hayes (D) sheriff.
Precinct No. 24.
Lamont-Joe Hall (D) judge;
Henry Harting (R) judge; W. N.
Bryan (D) clerk; Elmer Wilkins (R)
sheriff.
Precinct No. 25.
New Hope-Bud Coleman (R)
judge; W. R. Hockey (D)
judge; J. P. McQueen (Ry clerk;
May Trice (D) sheriff.
Precinct No. 26.
MillUIP-DUTITari Holland (D) judge;
Hulbert Jett, (R) judge; Clint Over-
street (D) clerk; Dan Roark (R)
sheriff.
Precinct No. ay.
Schnsitk's-L. T. Houser (D)
judge; Will: 'Flowers (R) judge; F.
Fiudde (D) clerk; H. Harley (R)
sheriff.
Precinct No. 18.
Gailman's-S. N. Jones (R) itidite;
T. M. Nance (D) judge; B. H,
Thomas (R) clerk; John H. William*
(D) sheriff
Precinct No. a.
South Side Fire Station-W. A.
Dallas (R) judge; John Endres (D)
judge; E. M. Yarbro ,(11) clerk;
John Thielman (1)) sheriff.
Precinct No. 30.
South Sidi :Court House No. 2.-
John Cook (R) judge; Felix Rudolph
(D) judge; °Kerley Firber (R) clerk;
Will 'H'ills, (D) sherlff.
Precinct No. 31.
Berry's-Coley Pieper (D) judge;
A. A. Balsiey (R) judge; Charles




)udge; J. B. Gilbert (D) *judge; C.
E. Spinner (R) clerk; Mason Stan-
ley (D) sheriff.
Preeinct No. 33.
Saviage's--s-R. H. McGuire (10
judge; George Walters (D) judge;
George H. Brown (p) clerk; Ed
GrOurie (D), sheriff.
Precinct No. 34.
Tang's Sohool House-N. 13. Tap-
Scott '(R) iudge; Lee' Potter (D)
jullge;• Ed 'Weatherington (R) clerk;
Rat Noble (D) sheriff.
Precinct No. 35.
Roston--D. A. Lecketlt (D)
judge; yhttit *Stati‘os: (R) indge; Mon-
roe Baldry (D), clerk; M. B. Tapp
(R) aherift.
That's What lie Did: "What in the
world do you do With all yew money,






1A Sullject Much Discussed at Women's Clubs-
The Future of a Country Depends on the
Health of Its Women.
At the New York State Ansembly of
Mothers. a prominent New York doctor
told the 500 women present thatbealthy
American women were so rare iss to be
almost widest.
This seems to be a sweeping state-
ment of the condition of American
women. Yet how do von know
who are pereseldreen dioitot h are
some trOUble attarietiblini a derange,
ment of tho female which
manifests itself in back-
aches, nervousness, that beating-down
feeling, painful or irregular Inenstrua-
tion, lencorrhtsa, displacement of the
uterus.-ovarian trouble, Indigestion or
sleeplessness? There is a bled and
true remedy for all theme ailments.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound has restored more Ameriean
womea to health than all other reme-
dies in the world. Is regulates.
strengthens and cures diseases of the
female organism as nothing else can.
For thirty years it has been curing
the worst forms of female com-
plaints.
Such testimony as the following
should be convincing.
Mrs. T. C. Willadsen, of Manning,
Is., writes:
Dear Mrs. Ptnkbano-
can truly say that you nave es/ed my Ijiis
and I cannot =prom my gratitude to you in
words. Irtor two years I 'pont lees of mom
In doctoring wilbost any benefit for ass-
"trial 111111[011114112111 sal I bed styes up
bops of wit being well I= Irma,
stored me preset boallib. Wad ft not boort
czar..E..71"*Z.. betti• hav 
Was Wattle Henry, Vice-President of
Danville Art Clab, AMP Green St., Dan-
ville, Va., writes:
Dearth's. ?Inaba= :-"Many years, suffer-
beg with female w tlon and
a broken down system &Di
kms d ie time to Itee, 's
Vegetable Coin pound has
and sin so grautul tor tt that isuffering woman to know
barn's Vogetabis Compound mil/deter bar.*
When women are troubled with
irregular, suppremed or painful men-
struation, weakness, leneorrlices, die -
placement or ulceration of the womb,
that bearing-down feeling, Inflamma-
tion of the ovaries. backache.
(or flatulency), general debilitrit%
gestions and nervosa prostration, or are
beset with such symptoms as dizziness.
faintness, lassitude, excitability, het. •
tability, nervousness, sleeplessness,
melancholy, "all-gone" and `want-to-
be-lef tosloase" feelings, blues, and hope-
leanness, they should remember there
Is one tried and true remedy. Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound at t
once removes each troubles. No other
medicine in the world has received seeh •
unqualiSed endorsement. No other
medicine hassock a record of mires of
female troubles. Refuse to buy any
other medicine, for you need the beet.
Out of
iiii
4 I I II, t
4littt
ate P umbing ia. Unhcalthy, 
If yout-thunbing is out
'of date, the members o fyour
household are constantly risking their
health. Dciectiv,, Alurribing gen rates
----germ-besting RV,
,
gases wlikh ruTt.i -
146•11114.049404..tra4 eentilat help b5 c




PI gykotrii defective piping and
t ii
the condition emu. _
Install the best unitary fixtures mide,
'Ites.drad• Baths and One-piece Lavatories. Our illustrated




Do you want a first class job by an
expert !workman? If you do take
It to
lobn 3. Skid% leweler.
224 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
• light heart, a cheerful eon n ternance, t
and all the charms of grace and beauty 1'
neudependent npen proper action of the
bodily orgaas. You ''4 look well •
unless you feel *ell.
Mrs. Piakham invites allsisit women
to writs bar for advise. Heeititvioe and
toe yaa "mu him been el my grime medicine have restored thousands to
to-cisy.'• Mean& Address, Lynn, Mom
We I. Plaksa's %MI6 Onsimi Simpossli Where lairs PA
CONVENTION
iiii,CRETARY COONS 0088 AS
PADUCAH'S REPRESENTA-
TIVE THERE.
The Kentucky Commercial Clubs An-
ticipate Placing an Agent on
Ellis Island.
Next Thursday Secretary 1). WI
'Goons, of the Corserrierciai club, goes
to Chattanooga, Tenn., to attend the
immigration and quarantine conven-
tion, that 1,04 be .particienued in by
many state governors and other dis-
tinguished people from over the Unit-
ed Statels. 146 attends as the official
representative of this city and will be
absent several days
There is a movement on foot by
the Commercisi clubs maintained at
the chfferent cities of this state to se-
lect some representative Who will be
statibned at Ellis Island, which,is, just
outside of New York, and whereon
is landed all people cowing to this
country front foreign lands, to locate.
This agent is to use *his utmost, ef-
fort, to get the better class of im-
migrants to come south and locate.
The idea was fion broached at the
development convention which was
held in Louisville some weeks ago,
and it is believed it will prove a suc-
cess, faCtil Comanercia/ club over the
state baying signified its intention of
entering into the agreement, and all
paying a certain sum into the fund
that will he used to defray the ex-
pense of the repreeentatives who will
get what foreigners be can to come
to Kentucky and' establish himself in
09j:recite,
As, be the quarantine raft of the
Chattanooga gathering, the yellow
fever scourge of retent down smith
hae aroused the people to the neces-
sity for agreeing upon certain met-
teen for use when quarantines have
to be utilized While the fever is pre-
vailing. The question will be con-
sidered at length during the session
and something decided on in this re-
spect for use in years to come.
In attending the convention- Secre-
tary Coons will gather some ideas
that will prove useful when the clubs
of Kentucky place their agent on
Ellis Island.
Through to Havana
The passenger department ot the
Illinois Central has issued an ikiim-
metaled postal card advertising its
(steamship service from New Orleans
to Havana. The Prince Arthur, a
'new electric-lighted nineteen-knot
liner, leaves New Orleans every Wed-
riesday at 3 p. in., carszeing both first
and second-class passengers.
Subscribe for The Register.
Before There Was a Railroad.
(Cherks F. Lurnmins in MeClure's.)
By 18,59 there we:e no less than six
mail routes to California (counting
the Panama steamer). but Ben liot-
leatay was king. No other man. any-
where, has overfed and managed a'
transportation s3rstear at once ILO vast
and so difficult. Hr hal
cies, paesenteer ateerner P1' '''t
Pacific from San Fraoci.eu to p c-
gon, Panama, Japan and China At
the height of his overland bnsiness he
operated nearly 5.000 miles of daily
irAil stages, with about coo coaches
and express wagons, coo freielit ws g-
cm s, 5.coo horses and mules and a
host of oxen.
On the main line he used. 2.750
horses arid nelece and too. Cots.oid
coaches that cost $55,000 for the har-
ness; the feed bill .was p million a
year. To equip and run this line for
the first twelve month eost S2.423,-
000. The government paid Holladay
a million a year in mail contracts.
In ril64 h'rain was leco-..h2S cepts a
pound along the line, and hay wati up
to 11125 a ton. In owe du Ilave
Street contracted at St. Louis for
SeVeti 111sirotwi river steamers to load
with corn for the Overland's army of
mules and horses.
Holladay-whore ca-eer reads like
fiction-was the Overland Napoleon
for about five years, • bid:inning in
December, 186r. The Indian depre-
dations of 1864-64 greatly crippled his
stage line, nearly all the stations for
400 miles being burned, his stock
stolen and his men killed. The loss
was upward of half A million. In
November, T866, he sobd out the 0e.,
eralnd stages to Welk Fargo & Co.,
in whose hands the romantic enter-
prise continued till the railroads




Among the hills Of Sligo there is a
small lake renowned in the egion for
Its fabulous dePth.,A weldic.nown pro-
fessor. who was in tit or lee-
land. thi• .1••1troL;, one day f'-
3 noountaio, aco-rritpanied by a native
guide. As they olimbed P.ut ekerli
him if he would like to see the laka,
"for it's no bottom at all, s.,rr," "How
do you know Oka, Pat?: 'asked' the
professor. 'Well. wort, tell ye
Mie own consin wic i'Hwiii the pond
t6 a gientleman 01,5 dy, sort, end l.
looked' inereduk3us like. inst us yofii
do, and me crsue;ii 'cooldlif; stand it
for hirl !,, del+++ -t“.- - • and
oi he reed '• ,,e
.
clothes and Intui the it, r perk'
The'pOofessorii face wr e iamtisefi
and quizzeal letetreeeitso ' %fort,
in fie jumped, find didn't' come ;
again, at all, Ift "Ittit," kaid't
professor, "I &nil see that he provqd.
the point by drowning himself,' !"is
it drowned. Neil a hi # ctrowned at
all he was. Sure, (Mile coo de come
from him next liar a askin'
for his clothes to be sent on',"
J h COLJLSON,
P LOM BINS...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 5 Broadway.
4444101‘40104.41.4.4.4.4444-1-4-4++4. 4-4444•14+++++++44-I-4.++++44.4.41
THE GLOBE BANK Sz TRUST CO
radu, aentuciqq,Capitailiidoich 
Surplus $1/58,000
22 P. ROBLE, PRE& G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
X W. VAN COLIN CASHIER_
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pay, a
pot cent per annum on time certificate of deposits- Safety boxes In fire
peed vault for rent at 113 to Sze per year SI 40 size. You carry your owe
key and so cee but yourself has access.
For Vault*, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
'GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purponts, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS II ft WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIM BLE ST.. PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This line modern hotel is now open under a, new
izonagement for guests at. the
FAMOUS KENVICKY WATERING PLACE
Very best1 accommodations at reasonable rates





Superior Facilities for Office
kiandling Freight, vachinery 3nd:and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones it "
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt




Wee Mono OS. - - Rdenee Phone 726




























































































W. C. T. U.
THE QUESTIONS OF FATHER-
HOOD DISCUSSED BY
Id &I.433ERS.
Asserted That Others in High Circles
Suffer from Neglect ots Refined -
Abuse.
•
Some very able articles were read
and discussed at the meeting of the
W. C. T. U. last .Thursclay afternoon,
at the First itsptist church, under the
department of "Mothers' Meetings"
and condetted by, Mrs. Pearl Nor-
veil, superintendent of this depart-
ment.
For many months these mothers'
meetings have been devoted to a
study of the duties and responsibili-
_tits _cif motherhood. No very ex-
haustive study of the subject- cQiii
be pursued, however, without reveal-
ing the fact that a consecrated moth-
erhood alone is not all that is need-
ed to develop the highest and best in
the character of a child, but tint a
consecrated fatherhood. is of vital im-
portance also.
.Hence, it was thought well to give
One meeting at least to the consider-
ation of the dishes and responsibliti-
tiet of fatherhood, and the meetine!
of last Thursday afternoon ea
t ini
accordance with this thought.
bars. Norvell brought a number of
selections heating more or less upon
the 'subject for the different 
members
to read. It will not be possible 
to
notice all of them, but one important
paper, however, written by one of
Ameriea's moist talented women, on
''The High Calling of Fatherhood."
is deserving of more then a 
casual
reading. The writet. make. a strong
plea for a higher and more 
intelligent
conception on the part of fathers, of
ail that motherhood Implies, and 
ad-
vocates some radical& measures in the
nature of deform. •
Irons intoxicated husband* wlaer..bave
never been told the impoirtance o'
wives receiving the kindest treatrent
possible at this- time."
"Even in the higher circles thou
sands of mothers are suffering teg-
lect and indifference or frone refined
abise foam husbands - who are college
gradustes and who occupy important
positions socially."
She follows this with, "There could
he-limmrre important work for a na-
tion than the esteblishment of insti-
tutions for the training of men and
women for the proper knowledge of
the eight generation of human fives."
"Every college should be obliged to
add such a department through which
every student must pass before re-
ceiving a diploma, and the most *kill-
ed physicians should be employed as
instructors. It is quite as important
that the sacredness of Perenthoed be
a part of education as it is to become
a peofessional athlete, provision for
Which is involving the expenditure of
such enormous aniouqts."
hattiness_ _part_ el_ the
meeting, the question of class legisla
'ion was raised as to why the drug-
giats are prohibited from selling co-
caiee while the eal000keepers are stil
allowed to sell alcoholic poison. Alec
if prohibition peohibits in the on'
case, why can not it be made to ir
the others?
And that reininde us. Last we'dl
an error crept into our report that
we desire to correct Dr. C. Knox
Bond was quoted as saying that the
two of ilkotiol in the hospitals had de-
cteased 7 per cent, when it should
have read 47 per cent.
The meeting of the union next
Thawed.), afternoon will be condus.ted
by Mrs. Anna Friant, superintendent
of literature, when an interesting pro-
gram may be expected Alt friends of
the cause are cordially invited.
MANY JUDGMENTS
WERE GIVEN AOAINST MOSES
faCkIWAB BY JUDGE
She quotes further from the iphysi- ir LIGHTFOOT.
"Many and tinny a poor wife 
does
not have the considerate 
treatment
accorded her which is given 
the
brooding mother of a Kentucky c
o:t,"
and uses this statement as the 
text
or basis of her entire article.
She quotes further fro nithe 
ptiysi
ciao: -Of all the mammals in the world
there is none that treats his mate 
as
inconsiderately's* does Man, especial-
ly at the time in her 'de when 
she
most needs his care 1sometimes
thin that the state should, for. 
its
own protection, kph. after poor wo-
men in that condition for crim
inals
and idiots are often the result of the
id treatment of the mother 
before
they are born."
The I dy comments upon this by
esying:"Thhe ereolck indeed ir a
great and bobie Osilerrise ̀,fo!',10tir
government."
She refers to the fear of race s
ui-
cide expressed in high places and
says: "To urge vottatti to assume the
responsibilities of motherhood is a
simple and easy thing to do, but since
no man ins ever known tine experi-
ence which meekerbeo# implies, and
only the most syeapirdsetk and sensi-
tive of physicians can even gnu" a
part of the mental and physical pro-
cess, it behooves the most authorita-
tive of mankind to look into the con-
ditions enrrounding the rank said file
of women, before *shine them to as-
sume such sacred responsibilities."
"In the lower walks of life, where
people are crowded in small rooms
and obliged to live in cloee quarters,
expectant mother* are forced to en-
dure the odors of cheap drink and to-








(Formerly adveetised.alid sold as
SATINOLA.
H. *belga io, formula or package.
-rtai :mem& hail titl? been change to
conivalon, FO we eiettot pØll
to have se vaitsibti prepekit
fused with Ilny other.) NADINOLA
guaranteed,-anethobey will be re-
funded itscriy cam Oho to
remove trt
collar dis ditiosie , dis-
figurjng eruptions, etc. The wort
cases in ao • days. Leaves the skin
clear, soft, ,heelthy, and reeorts the
beauty of youth. '
Price '54, cts and Seco. Sold in
each city by ell !tiding drugghts, or
by mail.
Prepared etily by
IIATIONAL TOILET CO., Paris, Tone.
Sold le Mutely by all kedieg
dm/Mists.
Nuntber of Deeds Lodged for Record
with the Cleric, Who Also Issued.
Wedding License,
Judge Lightfoot yesterday took up
lie quarterly •doeirt sod disposed of
many cases, the most of them being
set kr trial. jtulketnents were given
against Mioses Schwab in favor of the
following perties, for the amounts
mentioned, he boring them for goods
purchased;






are Gannett/ urged to write as at ems me Pres Advice.
Make us your confidant, describult„ Aralibilo, gat-
ing age, and we will send you vidnee lastrathons and
whims hiphin, sealed earldom
Address: Ladies' Advisory Dept, The Chattanooga
Rkelicles Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
The Cardui Story
is of vital interest to every sick and debilitated woman.
Read it, to find the reason for your trouble.
Read it, to find out how you can be cured.
No false claims are ever made about Cardui. Its success of over




hos oared a adllos women, who were sulaing with all the Mos
and disco:dote which festaki wealmess brings.
It will we you, as It cured them—drtve away your head-
ache, badcache, diaciness, dragging sensations, irregular or un-
natural discharge, and make you a healthy, happy woman.
Try it.
At every Druggist's, in $1.00 Bottles. I
A GRAND MCDICINL
"We have been oda" Wine ef Car-
dui for several years," writes Mrs. J.
L. King, of Harms, Tenn., "and end
It a grand medicine for Ornate troubles.
It has saved me many doctors' bithe




BUT HAD TO PAY $150 FOR ITS
KEEPING AND THE
COSTS.
Mrs. Head Given Damages to the
Amount of $15,000 Against
Hodge.
The jury brought in a verdict yes-
terday in the soh of George C. Wal-
lace against E. W. Berry, adjudging
plaintiff possession of the horse, and
giving defendant $iso damages
against plaintiff for caring for it. As
4be damages are more than the horse
te worth, Berry takes the animal.
Last winter the horse got its leg
broken and Mr. Wallace gave it to
Bud lienderson, colored, with inetruc
dons that he kill the beast because
the owner did not want the animal
tc fall into the hands of anyone, and
take chances of being mietreated in
it, disabled condition. Mr. Wallace
felt an affection for the horse arni
wanted its saffering endetk Instead
vrautree, Wis.', Mille; H. S. Peters 
of killing it Henderson sold the ani-
lover, New York, 8.o8; W
, of
..._koroft mal to Berry for, $1, and the latter
$5 
Suspender company, or 
doete 
is 
it up and saved the beast,
$$75;e5; ViptoNSIrirt Cin-
i' but t not sound as of old. Four
kin a
company., 
tip $51.13; sigirwa, .•st months after that Mr Wallace learn-
Louis, Pico; Merchant & Katz, of
ed , the brute had not been killed. ac-
il Sai; Juliu Kontorwitz, of 
cording to his orders, and sued Berry 
aWniorc, s 
N4 Finck dr Co., 
for recovery of the horse. Berry put
iSt.Npukje3q; 141, 
of Detroit, $5e25; Fellows St Cons, 
in a counter claim for $159 for taking
eg• Trol, $56; Cincinnati 
'




Property lying on ttie west side of
Fountain avenue has been DOW by
Minnie D. Powell to W. R. Holland
for $41o, and the deed filed for record
with the county clerk yesterday
of Judge Reed w re if the horse was
not worth more than the counter-
claim Berry shoals/ take the animal
to,satisey his dame/es. This occur-
red and Berry gets the beast.
Got Judgment.
Judgment for $1,000 was given plain
Charles W. Brown bought from J. 4 i ff against Newsom Simpson in the
suit of G. F. Renick, guardian forHersey %dance for $350, property on
Eighth, near Tennessee street. ' Ffoward Simpson, against die Mutual
Susan Gardner transferred to WI N JLiie Ineirance company and Newsom
Breapi for $325, prOperty on the Cairo , Simpson
. 
roadin the county. 1 During 'goo Ed Simpson took an in
Property on Seventh near Boyd surance policy out in the Mutual corn
streets has been sold by Eliza In- ,PanY. H. was the father of Howard
grim to Thomas II'. Turner for $800.'Simpson, who after the father's death
I had G. F. Renick selected as his
Licensed to Marry. ' guardian. When the father expired
The clerk issued a marriage license Newsom Simpson collected the $1,000
to William Sawyer, aged 25 and Ella due on the life of the deceased. The
IJones, aged ici, both of the county, son claimed the money as his, but
Newsom, Simpson refused to pay. it
PERSONA'S 15345643 over. Nbw the come compels him to
.Miss Barbara Powell, of New Or- 1 do so.
leans, left list night for bonne, after There was dismissed without pre-
spending several days with Miss judice the suit of T. A. Snider Pre-
Georgia Moxley, at Hetet Craig. Iserver company against Oscar L.
Mk. Hurry C. Rhodes leaves tonight Gregory, which litigation was for
for a two weeks' business trip to 'money plaintiff claims due for good;
New York. sold defendant.
There was dismissed without pre-




Robbers Visit Boyd & Son D
Store—Demolished sale.
ncdy against the Western Union Tel Livingston on account of controversy
egraph company for damages on ac- regarding goods.
count of the plaintiff not receiving A. N. Scars is admi
ni trator for the
promptly a telegram consigned to estate of the late Rev. J. W. Moore-
e. ovee de fond s tes Ifield, and sues the basket company
A continuance • at request and cost for $11000 on oceoettl or-t&—&
of plaintiff was given in the damage of the minister who was 
employed
suti of Will Dallas against the West_ amend the factory in Mecha
ficsburg,
ern Union Telegraph company. ars41 one day he fell into an ope
n hot
A postponement was given until water vat into which are dropped
the next term of court in logs so they can thoroughly soak 
in
the suit of Thompeon, adminiterator, the leoiling water and beco
me softenageinst the Illinois Central railroad. ed, preparatory to being manufactur.
Petit Jurors Ed K. Bonds and Otie ed into baskets_ He was 
fearfully
scalded end died t1se. next day. This
occurred November 24th, igo4, and
the remains were taken to Graves
county and buried.
Wickliffe, Ky.; Nov. .6.—No trace
of the burglars who robbed the safe in
the George C. Boyd & Son drug store
at Wickliffe, Ky., has been discovered.
The robbers demolished the .safe
with nitro-glycerin and secored its
contents, $3o in nmoey and mite
for $800. A good deal of demlige
was done to the,fixtures and many
bottles of expensive drugs were brok-
en. Wieldiffe has experienced several
successful raid, of bank robbers and
safeblowene the past several years.
The bet* of that city has been rob-
bed twice in the lest five years.
The men gained an entrance by
breaking out a rear window of the
drug store.
fPtie robbery was not discovered
until the store wee opened later in
the morning. The wrecked isterior
and broken bottkis wa, the first evi-
dente of the 'morbid which met the
("re s of the clerk.
Irhe expirrion *as heard by sever-
al people, knit no one thought comet
of die noise to ' iftveirigati the trim-
Ma. A
Orerstreet were excused from fur-
ther service ort the jury, and Menry
A. Petter and James Koster substitut-
ed.
, Given Demers for Sis,000.
The jury yesterday morning was
given the Suit of Mrs. M. E. Head
against Cheatham Hodge, and after
remaining. out quite a- while the
brought in a verdict awarding plain-
tiff $15,000 demages againet Hodge.
Thelitterletteentleteio died a motion
'avid reasrms' lc+ new trial.
Pink Mad, the woman's husband,
wits issiitidsihated One night by parties
who Ail:cried' info 'het 'yard a rimer
Suit Filed.
The J. T. Polk compagy iled suit
against the P2 &With Packing com-
pany for $5,000 darnasres on the
ground that the local concern broke
its cceitract he had with plaintiff. The
Polk people contend that August 3,
reoe they tomeisetecl with the Padn-
cah Packing c,,tripany whereby the 1st
tee were to deliver to plaintiff 10,000
'easel of 1905 canned tomatoes at es%
tebts per dozen. The ?Mk people
distance tali from Chilton. "hay !shy the next day after they entered
I NEW HARDWARE HOUSEWe have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware de-
partment for .our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Outtlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools. Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with lead-
1
inghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our Varied stock.
[. Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,
109 South 2.nd Street, Paducah, Kentucky
made noise, drew him out of the res- into the contract the packing corns
idence, and ebot hire, .dead. Mrs. parry said they would not fill same,
Head claims it was done by Hodge, therefore the Polk people were dam-
who lived on the adjoining farm, and aged in riot getting the goods they
between whom und her husband there relic-d on.
was a bad feeling. Hodge moved to
this county some mond* ago andsit Injunction Suit.
war on account of this' that Mrs. There was lodged in the court yes-
Head filed here the litigation. She terday the injunction suit wherein the
still lives near Clinton. Ayer-Lord Tie company seeks to re-
No Court Today.
This being 'election day Judge
Reed will not hold any session of
court, he doing this each year in or-
strain Sheriff Le Potter from levying
on, its boats and barges in the local
'harbor for county and state tax pur-
poses. The tie people claim they pay
taxes in Evansville.
der to gi ve everyone an opportunity
to participate in the election. 
Sold Poage Stoct
Yesterday morning Sheriff Lee PotThe following cases are set for trial
ter and Deputy Sheriff William Ly-tontoerow: Elmore Townsend vs.
Noel Gaines; Herndon-Carter Corn- don sold the W. K. Poage cloth
ing
stock at 318 Broadway, to satisfy thepany vs. M. Livineston & company; I
sjudgetent of $5,333 given aAinst theA. N. Sears, administrator, vs. Mer-
genthaler-Horton Basket company; ;clothier in favor of the Rober
ts-
B. C. Rudolph vs. Paducah City Rail- Wicks company of Chica
go. John
way company. Doherty, the dry goods and n
otion
Townsend sues Gaines for $to,000 man of Droadeelle between Second
because the latter had plaintiff locked and Third street bought the
 stock for
up in the guard house at the recent $1,700, the fixtures 
for $135, while
state military encampment held at the safe went to W. T. M
iller, the
pWallace park. Townsend is a civil- iano dealer, who gave 
$61 for it.
This made a total of $1.896. Theian and Gaines the inspector-general
of the military camp at that time, sales are made on 
three months'
credit. Yesterday there returned fromand Gaines claims Townsend made
Monroe county, Mo., documentsfun of him, hence the arrest.
The Herndon-Carter company sues wh
erein Roberts-Wicks attach prop-
erty belonging to Poage out there to
Satisfy the 'amount of' their debt.
above the figui-e brought by ;he sale
of the.otock here.
FORCE Rfttefe- swaps.
Paris Landlords Object to Tenants
Having Any Children.
Paris, Nov. 6.—Exponents of de-
population bave been startled by a
notice which the landlord's of a cou-
ple of new apartment houses in one
of the most densely peopled districts
of the city have posted on their walls.
Prospective tenants are given a re-
sume of the leases which they will be
called upon to sign, and in whicsh the
following clauses are ioclucted:
"Tenants may not keep dogs, cats
or birkle
"No pianos or other enericat in-
struments will be allowed in the
house.
"No families including children un-
der tg years o* avill ie actepted as
tenants.
"Should a bieth occur in any fern,
ite haying leased an apartment in
the hoirse, the fp: pe will be annulled
wad that tartat*a n one mouth Is
which to fiat) new usalere .
JAMES HELD
HE MUST ANSWER TO THE
GRANDJURY FOR
SHOOTING.
Albert Howard, Colored, Charged
with Cutting His Wife on the
Temple—Polfce Court.
Frank Janes, colored, was yester-
day morning in the police court, held
to the circuit court grand jury, on the
charge of shooting Gabe Fletcher,
colored, two years ago during a fight
at Ninth and Jones streets
There was left open the w-arrant
charging Tom Catlett, colored, with
rambling. .
Ed Reed's petty larceny charge
went over until tomorrow for trial.
Lee Johnson, Robert Hall, Jim
Scott and George Birchett were each
fined $20 and costs for gambling.
Lucile Crittenden, colored. was
fined $5 for being drunk and disor-
derly.
R. C. Aycock and E. 0. Davis were
fined $5 and costs each for engaging
in a fight.
Hlenry Davis was up on the charge
of tarrying concealed weapons, ant
his warrant continned until tomorrow.
There wan dismissed the breach of




Will Scott was fined $25 for being
drunk And disorderly.
Albert Harris and Tow Parker
-were each fined $1 and costs for be-
ing drunk.
The immorality charge against En-
lati Brosen and Henry Davis, white,
was continued until tomorrow.
Albert 'toward,. colored, was at-
reigned on the charge of cutting his
wife on the temple during a scrap
at their home on the north aide of
tee**. He was held to the grand
jury to answer for the charge.
Henry Cochran, colored, was giv-
en a continuande until today of the
case chaeging him with stealing $35
from WIlliam Finch, white, out airiest
sabot's on Court street.
Caltfornia has the ernalleste horse
in the world, ii is only au inelles






THE REGISTER utes in which to mark his 
ballot. The
polls overt at 6 a. rye and ck) at
p. in.. E'Z'ery employee is entitled to
PUBLISHED BY THE leave 'his work to go and vote and
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO., not be "docked" for the time so lost.
(Incorporated), On the ballot today will be a copy
At Register Building, 523 Broadway. of the proposed amendment to the
coreatituion to abolish the secret bal-
lot,- and The Register would advise
every good citizen to be sure to cross
over to that column and viate NO
on that propotition.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer. -
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
Terms to Subscribers.
One Year 
Six Months  2.50
Three Months  1.25
One Week  .zo
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regulraly should report the matter es)






Tuesday Morning, Nov. 7, nos.
How to Vote Today.
In order that those of our readers
who vote today may b fully informed
as to how to mark their ballots. The
Register will give some information
toeching on the subject. "
In order.to be e. voter One must
have been a resident of this state for
one year, six months in the county
and sixty days in the precinct. In
addition to the term of residence, one
• zaust be a registered voter and pos-
ses 4 a certificate of that fact. This
certificate must be produced and
shown to the election officets at the
precinct ,where one is registensed and
desires to vote. After exhibiting the
certificate of registration to the offi-
cers it is returned to the .yoter and
je retains possession of it. A ballot
then given the voter and he enters
the booth and there marks it with a
rubber'stencil or rubber stamp.
If a voter desires to vote a straight
ticket he stamps in the circle at the
top of .the ticket; the circle being just
below the party device. In past Eke-
tions some voters have stamped in
the square Oppoeite the name of the
fir...rt candidate on the ticket and for
no other, and no doubt they thought
they avere voting the straight ticket,
but. under the law thohe votes are
only counted for the one candidate.
To vote the straight ticket the voter
must stamp itt the circle under the
device.
If one wishes to scratch a tichat
he can first stamp in the circle and
then cross over to another column
and stamp after the name of the op-
ponent of the man he wishes to
scratch The sinmlest way, havre<er,
1
to scratch is to pay no attention
,whatever to the cirvice or circle, but
to stamp in the settiare after the name
of each candidate for whom one de-
sires to vote; when that plan is fol-
lowed, no room is left for the eke-
ion officers to be nrinaken about the
intention of the voter.
Ever); voter in' Paducah has the
pr:vikge of voting for fia+ aldermen,
eight councilmen and seven school
trustees. In voting for aldermen the
voter can vote for all five on one
ticket and none on the other, or four
on one ticket arid one on the other,
or three on one ticket and two on
the other. He can vote for five alder
" men and no more, or lass than five if
he chooses, but five are to be elected.
In voting for councilmen every
voter has the privilege of voting for
one candidate in each of the First,
Second, Third and Sixth wards, and
two candidates in each of the 1Fourth
and Fifth wards.,
For ticle;•SI legatee every voter has
the privilege of voting for one candi-
dates ih each of the First, ,econd,
4fhird, Fifth and Sixth wards, and for
two candidates in the Fourth ward.
The city no longer votes by wards,
every voter being entitled to vote for
five aldermen, eight councilmen and
seven school trustees, as well a; vot-
ing ror one candidate for every other
office on the ballot.
The jaw requires sample ballots to
be posted at the entrance to each vot-
ing place, and ahio requires the elec-
tion officiees.to fisplain to a voter,
when retested, how to stamp his
ballot, but the voter must do the
• .. stamping himself, and it must be
nos 'done in the voting booth-. If a voter
spoils his ballot he can return it tp
the officers and 1W-supplied with an-
o(hee
The 1a give, each voter three min-
. .
Cannon for President.
A new republican Richmond has sp-
peaked in the jateSidentiar field, Repre-
sentative Joe Cannon, of Illinois, is
permitting his firiends to groom him
for the mantle' of Mr. Roosevelt. The
fact will have much to do with Mr.
Cannon's service as speaker of the
• esen tives at h•
mg- session, without doubt, but wheth
er he will be enabled by his rulings
to add to his popularity even with
the "stanelpatters," who are his chief
backers,, is not as likely as that he
will be sure to lose in popularity
with the reformers within his own
party.
The candidacy of Mr. Cannon,
which was lately launched, has caus-
ed some comment even in his own
party, much of which is not as favor-‘1
able as
Tribune
the candidness of Mr. Cannon s as-
pirations, but turning aside from the
fact that it has doubts along this line
says that "Mr. Cannon's candidacy
is entitled to respectful consideration
in spite of his age; that he is corn-
potent to and would fill the office
most creditably," but it adds, that
"Mr. Cannon would be a much better
candidate if be were a less uncom-
promising party man, if he could see
some po ailele good in the otter par-
ty and could admit occaslonally that
his own may be in error."
Mr. Cannon's candidacy will hardly
win in the next canvass for nomina-
tion. lie is too, much of an old
school partisan for even his party and
will find a strong opposition among
the younger and more practical part
of the clan in which he claims mem-
bership. The fact that be stands so
high in his party counsel's and so eas-
ily won the speakerehip contest wit!
not count for much two rears hence.
Titnea will have changed much by
then and- the republican ;arty with
them. In the next presidential con-
test too the republicans clearly intend
to make a fight for the Southern vote,
fearing defeat without it, and this
art of the copntry will heyer vote
with a party which nominates such
a partisan as has been Mr. Cannon.
He is a native of the Sotsh, having
been born in North Carolina. but he
seems to have never recalled the fact
or relented because oil. the fact.
The democrats would have less to
fear with Cannon at the bead of the
republican ticket were the election to
occur now than dozens of other men
within 'the party, but with the passing
o! time as a presidential possibility it
is conclusive that Mr. Cannon', chan-
ces will. lade even within the ranks
of his own party, for the party is rap-
idly itrifting from many" of the tenets
as 'ley are now held.
it ehould be. The Chicago!) issue in Massachusetts, where the democrats are trying to elect a succes:
is frank enough to question sr to Governor Douglas, the first chief executive chosen from that party
Baron Speck Von Sternburg, am-
bassador of Germany to this country,
who has just returned directly from
Beelin, says that Emperor Wilhelm
is man of peace. This declaration
coming so soon after the recent war-
like speeches made by the kaiser to
the people of various sections of his
domain, reads like the minister wcluld
rebuke the emperor, or that -he talks
ironically. Either the kaiser is a man
of war or his diplomatic loneliness
has made hips my things which his
people don't aesprette.
The conduct, or rather the miscon-
duct, of "the students" appears so
often in the reports of disorderly or
revolutionary evidence in Russia that
the outside world is constrained to
ask, What is the purpose of these
students at school? Apparently they
are studying only socialistic or revo-
lutionary tactics—ways to break up
their government and set themselves
adrift as state or country vagabonds
on the face of the earth. The Rus-
sian student is a travesty on the word.
\
Many a would-he office-holder will
drop with a "dull thud' today. The i
ineoak will find nnuchssatiefaction too
in the force of the droppings).
if. Yancey, well-known Lou-
is tie tobacco man, 
olied ti Ho mums up the three great pending po-
Ctve after brief iltseeis sof pnets. litical issues as railway rare ,regula-
nipnia. tion, federal control of insurance and
the tariff question.
TO-DAY'S ELECTION OUTLOOK.
NEW YORK CITY—Lnterest isfocused in bitter contest fork the mar-./
oralty, for which three candidates are waging the most sensational cam-
paign in the city's recent 'history-. McClellan, Tammany'' nominee; Wil
ham R. Hearst, candidate for the public ownership element, aed William
•
Ivinsi the republicans? choice_, Are facing a situation rendered uncertain by.
the mixed sentiment among labbring classes, heretofore the shief hbpe of
Tammany.
McCclellan continues favorite inthe betting, at odds of th4 and 3 to I.
Hearst followers are taking wagers at i to 3, and republicans find the
odds 5 to i against their candidate.
OHIO—The fight in Ohio-is regarded as offering -more chances
the democrats than at any time in twelve years.
Myron T. Herrick, the republican nominee, is opposed by, the anti-sa-
loon league of the state and is suffering ifrom some defection from the
party's own ranks. Chairman Charles Dick, after canvaszzing the state's
eighty-eight counties, clairns4hat Herrick will be re-elected by about 83,-
000 plurality, an estirage considerably lower than that recorded ;-1 elec-
tions for the last six_years.  •
-John M. Pattison is the democratic candidata, and is owe of the
stronge t named by his party since the last democratic victory.
Aaron S. Watkins, named by the prohibitionists, will receive a large
number of -republican votes controlled by the anti-saloon league.
MARYLAND—The fight in Maryland hinges on the disfranchisement
of about f0000 negroes who Would be affected by the "grandfather
clause" of the proposed amendment to the state constitution. Arthur P.
Gorman, temocratic aenator,, is leading the present fight against the re-
publicans. Only one important state office, thatlaf comptroller, is involved
but great interest and bitterness have been provoked by the attacks on
negro suffrage.
MASSACHUSTTS—The tariff has by common consent been made the
in several years.
Opposing Charles M. Bartlett, the democratic nominee, is Curtis
Guild, Jr., republican. There are three other candidates in the field, but
the office lies between Guild and, Bartless.
NEBRASKA—The only importer* state offices involved in the con-
test in Nebraska are those of as.ociate justice of the supreme court and
regents of the state' university.
Fusion of democrats and populi_as has given the oppoition to repub-
licans a hope of success. Its, the fusion the democrats have been permit-
ted to name the coalition's candidate for associate justice.
VIRGINIA—Four parties are participating in the campaign in Virginia,
but Claude A. Swanson, the demqehatic nominee, seems certaincf lee-
ton. The republicans have named Lunsford L. Lewis, whose slight hopes
are based on help rendered by federal. support now being given•hins.
RHOpE ISLAND—Democrats have renominated Lucius F. C. Gar-
yin, on whose record as chief executive' in a former term they hope to
win over George H. Utter, the depublicart candidate. The prohibitionists,
socialist, and socialist-labor party- have nominees in the field.
PENNSYLVANIA — Widespread disaffection and the fight now wag
lug in Philadelphia may change the traditional republican success in some
quarters of the state. The election is not gubernatorial, but will be watch
ed with concern for signs of the effect which recent exposures of corrup-
tion will have on the general resuy.
The offices of state trearerer, justice of the supreme court and judges
of the Supreme courts are those! to- be filled. Republicans 'have named J.
Lee Plummer to make the tide for'the l'state treasurership, John Stewart
for justice of th5 supreme Nutt, and Charles E. Rice, James A. Beaver
and George B ()Hedy for judges of the superior court.
The democratic nomiipee for treasurer is William H. Be•r'•Te
democrats haiSeno candidate for the office of justice of the ruprc..... cJet,
hiving indorsed the republican flOftlilltt.
The prohibitionist, independents and Lincoln party have indorsed the
democratic candidate for state treasurer, while the citizens' party has in-
dossed hii-repriblican opponent. Democrats, citizens' independents and
the Lincoln party have indorsed the republican nominee for justice ol the
supreme court.
SAN FRANCISCO—Reptiblicans and democrats have conned in a
desperate effort to defeat Eugene E. Schmitz, the present mayor, .sylvo is
again running 'a) candidate of the union •abor party, by which he was orig
inally elected. -
John S. Partridge, nominee of the fusionists, is thought to have an even
chance of victory. Backing Mayor Schntit, however,are many. public offi-
cials appointed by him, all element, of union labor and the socialists.
LOUISVILLE—Intense bitterness and souse hlood-thed have charac-
terized the municipal campaign in Louisville, and further trouble is ex-
pected at the polls Tuesday.
Paul C. Barth, the democratic nominee, is opposed by J. T. O'Neal,
candidate of displeased democrats, independents and republicans. Demo-
crats, point to the registration as substantiating their claim, of victory on
•Tuesday. They say they have 27,000 votes, against ii,000 republitan ;
and 9,000 independents.
INDIANAPOLIS—Four condidates are in the field, but the contest is
between- John W. Holtzman, democrat, and Charles A. Bookwalter, re-
publican. 'Spectators of the campaign prdict a democratic victory, but
with only a small vote to spare.
SALT LAKE—The municipal campaign in Salt Laloe City has. been
notable principally for the open attack made on the Mormon element,
which has dominated local affairs. Republicans have nominated William
J. Lynch, chief of police, a Gentile. Opposing him in the race for the
moyorahy are Richard P. Morris, democrat, and Ezra Thompson, candi-
of the American _party MorriS is_a_Moctnoto...hut. the leaders iith
church have not openly shown any preference as between him and Lynch.
In public betting, however, the odds favor either Thompson or Lynch
against Aotris.
CHICAGO—President of the board of trustees of the sanitary district
is the objective of the race in Chicago, and four candidates. are running.
The republicans are congratulating themselee, on the nomination of Robert
R. McCormick, who has the. backing of influential papers and large finan-
cial interest,. Frank Wenter, the democratic choice for the office, is
strong among the union labor element. The prohibitionists' and social-
ists also have candidates.
PHILADELPHIA—The election of a sheriff, a coroner and two coun-
ty commissioners has' provoked a trial of strength between Mayor Weaver
and the republican machine. In the five weeks of the campaign 450 mass
meeting, -have been held under the auspices of the city party... Mayor Wea-
er estimates the majority oft-he city party at roo,000. James L.
Miles, head of the machine in thecity, predicts a victory for the, organ
ization by a dtajority of from 35.000to 50,000.
Senator Mlorgan, in an intrrvIew
for
K. R. Smith, a celevict in the Hunts
ville, Thee, penitentiary, destroyed his
eyes to keep from being Mode to
sena. He is totally blind fr4m ha.-
ing destroyed, it is alleged, the optic
SPECIAL DEVIONSTRATIO4
American Beauty
. . Corsets . .
ONI -
NOVEMBER 6 TO 11, 1905
We are pleased_to_announceshifiss
• Gray, expert corsetiere, representing
aimtmeme SIAM OM MS
tabrusbe Coyest Ce. Woos
the Kalamazoo Corset Co., Kalama-
zoo, Mich., Exclusive Makers- of the
above justly famous Corsets, who
will be at our store during the period
stated. We would like very much to
have you caM and see her whether you
desire to purchase or not.
MY DRY 600DS CO
Dry Goods, Notions, Hosiery, Ladies' and Men's
Furnishings, Carpets, Etc,
322 and 324 Broadway. PADUCAH, KY.
0.46z- crit melt
At V. Central Business College
306 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
WRITE OR TELEGRAPH FOR CATALOGUZ70DAY BEFORE
YOU GO ELSEWHERE. / \
.-1444-144•4-1-Hetea-a4-1--a+44-:444.4.4.4et-ae-:-:
Vote Against the Con- —1
stitutional AMendrnient.
(Lexington Herald.)
At the election Tuesday the
• of Kentucky will by called upon
to vote on the constitutional amend-
ment authorizing a return to the vivai
voce system of voting There has
been very little discussion of this
amendment in the public press or by
public speakers, and many who will
have the duty of voting on this eines-
tion are not even aware that it will
be submitted to them for their de-
• It it an exceedingly irrrportattes
question to Kentucky's future. It
would be. a step backward for Ken-
tuck' to return to the viva voce sys-
tem of voting. There are many rea-
sons why that system appeals to a
large class of Kentuckians; it is pos-
sible to make a very attractive argu-
ment in favor of ,it. The . natural
feeling of many Kentukkianes ahat
they prefer to cast their vote openly,
to have both their friends,and their
enemies know how they vote and vs
know themselves how otheee vote.
makes a strong plea for the abol-
'ern of the.cret 1711/0t. -Timm
are so many objections to the secret
ballot as it is arranged under the
present law, and there are so manl.'
defects in the' election itaw of Ken-
tucky, that many who note thou de-
fects condemn the whole law and are
tempted to favor a return to"the oad
systeni.
But its spite of the defects in the
present law there is no question that
the secret ballot is more conducive
to honest and fair elections then is
the open ballot. And the peaceful-
ness of elections held' with h secret
ballot is infinitely greater than those
held with the open ballot. There ts,
and' will be until the atilleniutts
comes, a certaiir amount of eortsspl
tion in politics. It seems impos'sible
to frame any law which can not be
twisted for corrupt Our-roses to a
greater or less extent. But the se-
cret ballot does away with viol-
ence and open bribery;-with the in-
timidation of enlores, the pure se
of voters "im blocks of five" nil'
ninny of th e s of the open !-
to ereate indepertd-lot, and it ten
ence in politics. The wise and prop-
er course in Kentucky is to amend
the present law so as to prevent, as
far as can he done, the fraud and
c('rroptiori which have crept into its
aderrinistration, 'gut not to abandii it
and return to the old system.
The amount required for thy come
pletiou of the escisting project Ion the
Falls of the Ohio river is estimated
in the annual report of the Aid of
engineers at $477469.79. The bate
once available on July t last was only
$78-09-
For the first time since tfitkri the
saloons in Minneapolis were closed
Sunday by order of the mayor.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE Se
I) NIGHTS COMMENCING MON- e
L DAY MATINEE TUES. NOV. U
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and Electrical Effects, and a Well--
Drilled Chorus of Ladies and
Gentlemen.
flight Pricae—ac, 35c, 50e, 75c, $1.00.
Special Ladies' And Children's Souv-
enir Matinee l'aesday—Aduks, sec:















































Largest Stock Loweg Prices, Satisfaction Guaranteed
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Go..




AT CLINTON ARE STILL
TLt
Mr. Ott Drake Still Confined at the
Riverside Hospital—Dr. Rivers
Suffering From Eye.
Sheriff Let Potter returned yester-
day from Cl:nton, Ky., where he left
hi a greatly Upproved cOndition his
niece, Miss Loraine Sublette, who
has been suffering from a vere at-
tack of typhoid fever. His nephew,
Palmer Subic:etc. however, is very low
with pneumonia, and the doctors are
quite dubious as to his recovery.
Still at Hospital.
Mr. Ott Drake is Mill at Riveraide
hospital, but will be able to leave the
institution next week, or poesibly the
last of this. He wits on the-elevator
at the furniture factory on South
, Third street, when the apparatus
broke aAd fell from tire third to the
first door. His leg was broken.
--
Broke Hl. .Nost
Mr. Leo Haag, of rwelfth and
Broadway, Sunday fell in the bath-
room and broke his nose, which
struck the tub.- lie ie crippled, and
losing Ma balance, topping over. Dr.
Jeff Robertson dressed the injury.
Suffering Front Eye.
Dr. Robert Rivers is suffering freers
a painfully injured right eye. caused
by a spark from the smokestack of
the steamer Royal dying into name
fest Friday while en routeoto Smith-
land aboard the beat. - He returned
Sunday and the eyebal iv giving him
considerable trouble
Mashed His FOOL
Wm. Smalley, machine hand of the
T. C. shops, is suffering from a pain-
fully ouigheed Goo op which dropped a
heavy piece o iron Sundiy while he
was working at the shop.
Scalded Retro Boy.
Grey Wood wa r d, t he negro boy
who got icakkel by falling into the
vat behind the Fi.sth and Jefferson
street laundry;is resting well and the
doctor 'now believes lhat he will re-
-cover from the severe burns sustained
by the accident. His attorneys have
taken Isis statement regarding the ac-
cident so same can be used am proof
in the suit he brought against .the
laundry coveters, in case he should
die.
CHILE AND SALVADOR.
San Francisco, Nov. 15 —The exam-
iner publishes an interview today with
Mt. B. MicKey, an American mining
man tretuoned from Salvador on the
Newport who , tells of impending
troeble betweet, Chile and SalvaJor
as follows:lit
"The Salvadorean government has
run short of silver, and in order to
avoid the coinage of more silver pesos
as adopted the 'Chilean dollar as its
wn. it has stamped the Chilean
Is, coin with 0 small Salvadorean coin
' eitfled a 'Media Real.' The Salva-
dorean dime is imbedded in the
Chilean dol'ar and is Widely circa-
-..s, lated in re Central Acnierdcan re-
Potille. 
T 
e Chileans have sent offi-
. cia0 to Salvador to enter a protest
and they threaten to hack tip their
...mood . for the withdrawal of the
&dillies, by tending warships; to Sal-
QUEENIE CAUGHT
WAS CORNERED AND CAUGHT
- 4NSTIOR.- JOHN—
TERRILL'S HOME.
Guard Corbett Believes That Spotty
Wing Is One of Gang Now
Cracking Safes.
,Yesterday morning about daylight
Queenie Ray, colored, was captured
right in the home of Mr. John B.
Terrell, oat Washington near Ninth
street, and locked up on the cnarge
of housebreaking. She had forced
lies- entrance through a window, and
when members of the family awoke
and discovered hero she claimed to
them that the regular colored cook
there had sent her down to tell Mr.
Terrell she could not come to work,
and wanted •her veil sent to her. Her
story soueskel a little fiehy and Mk.
Terrell, with a revolver in his hand,
made her remain at the house while
he sent for a policeman. Lieutenant
Frank Harlan and Driver John Aus-
tin of the patrol wagon, went out and
got her. She ip a nittorious charac-
ter, of the Ninth and Washington
...section of the city and has been
handled by the po'ice on nusineroue
•occasions.
May Be Spotty!.
Mr. Jerry. Corbett, one of the guards
at tine penitentiary. arrieed
herrteesterday on business He says
they have never yet succeeded in cap-
turing Spotty Wing, the celebrated
4stentirlihr, who escaped from that
instit o, where he was doing time
for .41rng into the Johnson broth-
ers mercantile establishment at Lola,
I ge county. Mt:-Corbett says
W' easl opinion prevaib that
Wing is in on the many safe blow-
ing's now occurring the country over.
He is We leader of ahnut three gangs
and operates on a ride scale.
No Goart Today.
Today Judge Sanders will not hold
any session of the police court on
account of it being election day. He
never does any business on that der
in order to let everybody desiring'
Mee all the time they want to work
for their friends aspiring foe office.
Hobson Charge.
Tonwirrow morning there comes up
before the judge the warrant charg-
ing John B. Hobson with cutting
Captain be Wood, of the police
force, seve?al weeks ago on Fotirth
Street, between Broadway and Ken-
tucky avenue,
Other Business.
-Contractor Bridges reported yester-
tiny to the police that one of their
wheelbanrcnset had been stolen from
Fourth and Jefferson streets, where
they were left by die stockmen who
arc laying the storm water sewerage
pipes along there.
'Charles Meadows, white, was ar-
rested realm/es, on the charge of
stealing a bicycle.
Pointed Better Than Setter.
(Ph-lissielphia Press.)
Amachure—Yes. I'm g-oing to take
a hunting trip, but I need a dog. I'm
Looking for someone who will lend
me a setter.,
Wiee—I earn give you a pointer.
Amachore—Cars you?
Wise—Ye don't go.
J. G. Scott, who wag the Demo-
°retie nominee for sheriff of Hopkins
munty, died at Madisonville.
MRS. QUINN DEAD
PASSED AWAY AT MAYkIELD
 AFTER-A PARALYTIC  
STROKE.
Fpurteen-Montissoold Child of Mr.
James Smith Died in Union-
ville, Ill, Yesterday.
tAik.er many years' illness with par-
alyses MrsOMollie Quinn died at her
'home in Mayfield at 6:30 o'clock Sune
day evening. and will be buried today
at the cemetery of that city.
The deceased was 45 years of age,
born -in Mayfield, where She resided
ell her life, and was the daughter of
the late Dr. James ,p. Landrum. She
was twice married, her last 'husband
being Mr. joules Quinn, the manager
for Western Kettpecky of the Mutual
Life Insurance company, who made
his headquarters here Paducah,
with offices in the Fraternity build-
ing.
Besides het' briaband she leaves
four children. She was the 'sister Of
Messrs. William 0., and John Len-
drum, of Mayfiefd, and Thomas Lan-
drum, of St. Louis.
Vote For






The fourteen-months-old boy of
Mr James Smith died yesterday morn
ing of croup at the family borne in
L'nionviite, Ill., which L. opposite this
city on the other side of the river.
The remains will be interred in Me





Justice Barber Did Not Resume the




ENCE HELD THERE LAST
EVENING.
The Reports Swed the Membership




Last evening Presiding Elder J. H.
Roberts, of the Paducah district for
the Methodist. coaches, held the last
quarterly conference of the Broadway
hfiethodist chosch, preparatory for the
Memohis conference which will be
conducted next Week at Mayfield, Ky.
The meeting of the church officials
showed that the total mentberthip
was 7oo. which is an- increase over
the last annual report that was down
in the &ea's. Treasurer Lem B. Og-
Ilvie of the official board was not
present last evening, therefore a fi:
pancial statement could not be render-
ed as to this condition of the congre-
'ration, but the proper committee will
today make a settlement with him so
as to have things completed for the
Isfeytield gathering.
During last evening's session there
was elected the following board of
church stewards who are to serve
during the roguing year: James MI.
Lang, E. G. Stamper, B. H. Scott,
John L. Wlebb, Frank L. Brown, Wil-
liam L. Young, William B. Walters,
John W. Little, Swivel H. Winstead,
Alben W. ,Barkley J. V. Powell,
1-litsgifes McKnight, WPItiam C. Clark,
John D. Smith, Sr., John W. Mc-
Knight, Thomas J. ',Mins, J. Mel
?yob, Sr, Edward H. Bringhtnee
George C. Crumbaugle Sr., Harry W.
Gleaees, Charles B. Hatfield, Charles
Fle Hall, W. R. Hayes, J. William.
Hubbard, Samuel P. Hubbeed, Henry
W. Katterjohn, W. A. Martin, M.
shock of is great surprise to the of-
ten-mentioned nnoin-the-strect, who
from his occasional glimpses of, the
garment in question, has always sup-
posed it to be full of—that is, be
never saw any room in it for, anything
except—we mean that the president
of the Massac usq ts 'mail ris ,
ian Temperance union ought to, andi
no doubt does, know all that is eti P
be known on a subject like thi,, and
when he says that the open-worli t




WEDNESDAY, Night. NOV. 8
FRANK L. PERLEY
PRESENTS
A cros ountry comedy set to music
veWINNING GIRL
by CHAS. W. DOTY .











and thh handsomest singing chorus
in America.
Two Carloads of Scenery and Horses.
Nothing ever seen like it before.
Direct from the Garrick Theatre St.
Louis.
Prices:25, 35, so,
Seat sale opens Tuesday morning
at 9 o'clock.
75, $t and Sege,
AcGlathery, Lens B. Ogilvie, Harry
C. Rhodes and Ashley L. Robertson NOW ISThe elections show that some new
manses were placed on the official
board.
Professor John D. Smith, Jr., was THE TIME
elected superintendent of the Sunday
school.
Yesterday interning the employes
for the street rai:avey company corn YOUNG bEEN DECIDED
tnenced lay the crossties for the TO HIT FIRST NEGRO MET
new rails that will be laid on Ken-
tucky avenue between Second and One of Them Carried Out Intention
Fourde streets, ahead of the re-cod- and Knocked Out Victim for
struction of that thoroughfare now* - Good.
being made.by the municipal govern-
ment The attaches of the car coins! Columbus, 0., 'Nev. 6.—"Lee's hit
parry began -their work at Third and the first colored man we meet," Was
are working towards Fourth street, the remark made by one of three
'having laid about thirty crossties and young white men while out on a




The kind that don't spring a
leak every time you .use them.
They are made. of, new rubber
—rubber that ha e stretch in it








ARE THE 'ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-









& Jackson Sta. phone 1378
& Clay Sts, phone et
money for Christ- Vegetated
Inas' Start an ac" Calomelcount today and
watch it grow.
We pay 4 per ct.
vations fen- the balance crf them. Thel Jackson, a colored cook and porter, on deposits.rails will be placed within the next is dead and Harry Hayse, H. E. Pon-
day or two and the new work by the ; tius and Harry Lower are under ar-
company completed by time the con- rest,
tractors get up that far from First Jackson was found lying uncon-e
street with the re-construction under- scions on the High street. viaduct
near the entrance to the Union sta-taklitogu.as thought
Justice Richard Bar- I tiOn last midnight and died before he
bet would ccnnplete the Motorman I could be removed to a hospital. Nis
J men McNeal case yesterday, but i skull Was fractured.
other business prevented him. The The mystery which shrouded the
motorman is charged with caeryingoenan's death Past night was lifted to-1,
eendealed weapons, the warrant being day when a nun who chanced to hear
the remark made by one of the three
young men under arrest reported it to
the police after reading of Jackson's
death in the morning papors. Pon-
tius and Lower both. declare that
Ware struck the negro and thatflie
WAS the author of the remarks which DR1NKs
was node just after they had had an,
etercation with another .negro. Hhyse
says he was s4 much under the in-
firsence of liquor he was not respon-
sible for anything he did. The police 0 _
claim Jackson's assailant used a pair aerveci
of knuckles, but Hayse denies that B
1114 sucVa weapon.
taken out by President Mace Boyd,
of the motormen's and conductors'
union.
Tomorrow night Cent rat Labor
body, of this city decides whether a
big rally will be held some day this
week, in sympathy of the etrilcing
railway emphoyen. Each individual un-
ion is voting on the question, and
the resu'a will be handed in at the
central body meeting, and if the ma-
jority of organized bodies favor the
mammoth demonstration, all union
ereenveatake one day off that date,






ACCIDEWf AT NAVY YARD. SAVE LIVES OF •
YOUNGER ONES.
Vallejo, Cal.. Nov. 6—Caught by.
a powerful gust ol/wind while trying
to make a landing at the coal wharf
. at Mane Island navy yard yesterday,
the refrigerator ship Celtic crashed in
to the crusier Marblehead and into
the floating otaehine shop, doing them
so severe damage that the Marble-
head may have to go Out Of commis-
..ingy it is said. while the machine
"boil was sunk,
The force ril he impact Was so
great thot .trro bt thh five .9-inch guns
of the cruseee were conapletely de-
molished, the bridge torn away and
two dinizies reduced to kindling wood
Two plates oil the Marblehead wet*
1
 badly bent, and the machine shop,
which had been resnsvitik soon sank.
The Celtic ertflered hut slight dem-
i
age in the eollOion.
The danaige will amount to many
thousand" of defiers. The sinking of
I th4 floating machine shop. will, 4in'
towed, retard- work now being door.
y Experts
Hayes
Youthful Hero Takes Three Children
Itom Burning House. Soda
Duluth, Miinn., Nov. 6.---Thrc, Fountain
children of Treasurer Fred Jackson.
of Cook county, owe theid lives to Sevenththe heroic bravery of their to-year-
old brother, Archibald, who. whet fire adnenveloped the Jackson 'home at Grand
Marais, carriech the younger children Broadwa
at great peril to his own life. Mr. I oo, •
out of the flaming. structure to safety
and Mrs. Jackson had gone to a par-
ty, leaving their four children in bed.
Archibald, aged to years, is the old-
est child and the youngest is a baby
a year old.
Settling eh Important Question.
(New Yost Times)
According to Mrs. Stevenson, presi
dent of the Mhssachusetts Wilertin
Christian Temperance union, "the
open worth stothing ts felt of.tilanger.“
This statement Will Vail* with the
y.
,Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC,
A CERTAIN CHILL CURL
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CUILE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
FTC!' HEALTH.
FOR SALE %AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI-
VATE; ALL DRUGGIST loc.
H. T. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 270.




TO BUY THE BEST WATCH
YOU CAN AFFORD. AT OUR
PRICES ANYBODY CAN AFFORD
A GOOD ONE
WE HAVE NO WATCHES AT
ANY PRICE THAT WE CAN'T





,•• A 4. .0111., 1214
to drink to excess and become cross ,00t ,g„,„
Will heretofore Made) this gth day
of and overbearing. His slaves wore in •-•-•
constant dread of his wrath and 
"LILIBURN LEWIS.
B -My dog Nero I do hereby
bequeath to my -beloved father, L. L.
"Rocky Hill. April 9. 1812."
"James IllicCawley: I have fallen a
victim to my -beloved but cruel Le-
titia. I die in hopes of being united
to my other wife in 'heaven. Take
care of rhis will, and come here that
we may be decently buried. Adieu.
L. LEWIS%
"N. B-,--WEthin this enclosure my-
self and brother requent to be in-
terred in the same coffin and in the
same grave."
Note His Wife.
"Rocky Hilt, April 9, 1812.-My be-
loved but Cruel Letitia: Receive
this as a pledge of my forgiveness
to yowl' connection. The day of
judgment is to come. I owe you no
malice, but die on account of your
absence and my little son James.
Adieu, my love.
"LIBURN LEWIS."
To,a copy of this in the county
nowt records the followirtg is ap-
pended.
, "Livingston coge.41.7-May eosins
ty court ii812. within will was
proved to be the handwriting of Lil-
bunt Lewis by Wilk, 'rice, James
MleCawley and Lilbath Lewis, Sr.,
and ("feted. to be recorded.
"Test--
"EN.00H PRINCE. Clerk."
It is generally accepted dem die
pecuhar, rambling construction of tht
will indicated( illeanity on the pie
of its author at the time of his sut-
cide. and probably at the time ,of the
butchery. His family on his father's
side all had their idionyncracies, it is
said. His uncle had cores •
ride without apparent•cauee, and his
father was eery peculiar. After his
son's crime he moved his daughters
to Salem, then the county seat, and
suddenly deserted therp and returned
to hie former home in Virginia.
Power of Attorney.
'Amorrg the record, of the court,
hearing date of August 21), Ala, pow-
er of attorney is conferees) upon
Thomas Jefferson to look after cer-
tain lando.in Allman* county, Va.,
belonging to Martha C. Lewis. Nan-
cy M Lewis and Lucy B. Lewis.
contrutted ,her husband ail. which names will he recognised as
broater-io-law, fqr she could not be. the same mentioned in the will Of
followed to retool to the scene, of 'Albion Lewis as his sisters, and
'the murder, nor would she see her shows that the family kept up Ohm-
Instsbaod afterward. munication with their connection.,
Many weeks elapsed before the ter- The well-worn path of the .running
rible crime was suspected, and not spring Itlhere the negro George is
until the family dog was seen gnaw- said to have • had the ntisthap that
trig a human jawbone did the officers caused many hearts 16 aobe, can still
of the. law probe the affair, and lay be traced through the undergrowth,
the blame on the guilty parties. but the clear mineral waters that
When the Lewis brothers heard that once sprang from the hase• cf.+ tht
they were to,be arrested for the kill- cliff and rushed mirthfully down to
ing of their stave, they nereecl to
- - coinettat antede tItt their lirmtifees cRced to flow.
grave F-xch with his gun under his Did Not Like Kentucky.arm climbed to the graveyard on the Martha Jefferson ncas never happy
bluff. For ecinse unknown reason the in her new Kentucky home, ior tireyounger brother, Randa-O,ph, never scenes of her childhood days in herearried'out his part, for when the an- cherished] Virginia plantation • werethorities reached the graveyard, only too vivid in her memory in that wil-
Harris, of Chemnitz, Ger-
the eldest son was found. He littr dernesis to result in anything but
many, reports a novel process for fil-
acnros the grave of his mother with discontentment. Tradition has it
tering *tate waters, oretricir is well
a fatal wound in his side. The other that •she would sit for hours withthe view adapted to the gtowing needs of mu-hint., 
courage 'Most have failed her tearful *earthing
nicipalities. The cOmponent parts hf
nt for he escaped in a skiff to Ifit far upstream in the hopes of gettingsliooie, then went south, and, it it a glimpse of some craft from the 
this filtration plant consist of varinio
divisions containiirg trend, chemicals,
said, lost his life in the battle of New upper trfibutaries that might being
etc. The prbeess de•strhys all germs
Orleans, the war of 1812 then being her an old paper or a word freon the
absolutely, and is eapecially suited forProf/elk old home. Her loneliness in the wil-
construction nerbe immediate neigh.;
Buried as Mother's Bidet dernese t.71-tire new Kentucky lihare 
borhood,6f having • hospitals
3.illown Lewis was buried beside caused her pritno luartac•heo but she and garrioana.
BLOODY AMORY OF GRAVEYARD
PLACE WHERE THOS: JEFFER
DESPERATE CAREERS OF
THEM CUT NEGRO TO PIE
EN FRENZY-HIS FEARFUL
SON'S SISTER LIES BURIED--
HtER TWQ SONS-ONE OF
CS BIT BY BIT. IN A DRUNK-
PUNISHMENT,
(C W Long, in Louisville Post.)
Smithianct, Ky., Nov. aaitelliVith her
wild, froers and- ferns nature alone
decorates the neglected graves in a
family burl lot five miles .north of
here, her rests members of the
family of Mrs.. Martha Lewis, sister
of America's third presideot and
great statesman, Thomas Jefferson.
The graveyard is situated on the
su•rnimit Of great lull, Whose iroeVY
cliffs project almost over to the edge
of the Olio river. All that indicates
the resting place of this family, are
rough stones placed, at either end of
a fe.w sunken places in the ground
that once were green mounds and
placed_ tloorsoe ars.
Just precipitonssur-
rounded by tangled wildwdiod, a few
rocks and decayed logs are heaped in
a mass, marking the spot where stood
the primitive home erected by the
' family upon their arrival from their
• exuberant Virginia how, more than
a century ago.
Mrs. Lewis was die mother of five
children, three daughters, Martha C.
Lucy B. and Nancy NT. Lewis, and
two sons, Lilburn and Randolph. Tlie
three girls and Lilburn, the elder
brother, were married and raised
families, but it is not on record
where Randolph was ever married_
Some time after 'his Mother's death
Lilburn Lewis married the second
time, and although has wife was very aecioTarry. , Given older mybeautifuk they never got along well
f no:revoking all and ever, Whettogether. It is said this caused him sa
one day when a young darks: named
• George was sent to the spring which
emerged from beneath the cliff, he
fell and demolished the pitcher. Rath-
er than face his master and receive
the punishment -that might be given
him he fled, but was soon captured
and returned to the cabin near the
Lewis home, where one of the black-
est crimes in the history- of Living-
ston was committed. The Lewis
brothers, in a drunken fury, had the
captive bound to the mabin
and, ordering the other negroes to
stand by, compelled one of their
number to cut the little slave to
pieces, severing limb by limb and
joint by joint, after which the limb"
and bits of flesh were cast into a
roaring fire to be crenated. The
horrified spectators were threatened
with a similar fate if they breathed
a word of the crime.
While reterning to the house af-
ter this took place.' the great earth-
quake of 18,1t gentle onnbling sound
throogi, the hills and caused the
earth to tremble. The younger broth"
ev, conscious of the unpardonable
deed just conwritted, exclaimed in
fright:.
The Earthquake.
"My God Tillbtrrnovivat is it?" add
'dropped to his knees in prayer.
The elder 'brother, maintaining an
air of shocking bravadet calmly re-
plica:
"It's only the devil in hell rejoicing
over having got bold of that damn
nigger."
Upon reaching the bedside of 'his
wife, who had a few days before giv-
en birth to a child, and was in. a
weakened condition, he found her in
a dead faint. She had heard the
heartrending shrielai o fthe mistreat-
ed slave, and that, coupled with the
stidden shriek of the earthquake, was
too mooch for her. It was many
weeks before shewas able to leave
-liserdbi.d. but when at last that day
- did cote she fled with, her infant
child to the laore of her father, Mr.
James Ratter. who has many de-
acendants in this county. She must
have guessed something of the crime
• The will, which
document, reads as
Ira the name of
is My laat will, fte
":Firsto-lt is nay desire that all my
just debts be paid, and then nvy
property, both real and personal, be
equably divided between my. children,
Jane W. Lewis and James R. Lew-
is, reserviug to my beloved but cruel
'wife, Letitia G. Lewis, her lawful
part of said property during her nat-
Ural life.
"Second--It is my desire that my
heloved father, Charles L. Lewis, be
possessed of the r'ding horse which
I purchased of Hurley, my rifle and
osiogy_siortag ssi% fl2tIIFl Vita Al-
sta my waticing-cane. And my be-
loved sisters, Martha C. Lewis, Lucy
B. Lewis and Nancy M. Lewis, array
be eotniforted from the perquisites. of
said] estate, by my executors, as
prudence may require, or, in other
words, "TT Its to
themselves. ,euitige ,jusSifer.,
4,'Third-1 do betelayrsonsatiill,
beloved father, Charles L. Lewls-; the
Rev. William Wbods, near Salem;
Samuel C. Harking, James McCaw-
and Richard Fergusoo nay




' tors, whcnri I must remind 
that
errry F. Delany has received a fee
cnn• me for the prosecution of a
trespass against James Rutter, Sr.,
arnes Rutter, it. James Young and
Auto Replaces Camel.
(Motor World.)
As a result of extensive experi-
ments in the use of an automobile on
the desert, a novel car has just beet
completed for the use of the Sirdar of
Egypt. He will use it on the vast
sandy stretches of the Soudan. The
uye power consists of a twenty-
horse power, three-cyfinder Vertical
engine with a Renold _silent chain
traramission. 'he Wheels are en-
tire!, enclosed by tight metal side
plates, Leavingnothing but the broad,
solid rubber tires exposed. It pe
thought that the latter will remove
the difficulty of getting over the sur-
face of loose, shifting sand -iirlthettit
becoming imbedded so deeply as -to
impede progress. To prevent the fine
grit working into any part of , the
mechanism, the entirely underixidy is
protected by an ingeniously devised
apron.
Either kerosene or gasoline suits
the engine equally well and owing to
the character of  the countr
traversed provision has specially been
made for a three days' supply of cool-
ing and drinking water, as, well, as of
fuel. The change speed gear gives
a range of from three to twenty miles
an hour. The car will, in addilion,
haul a 'two-wheel trailer, very sitnUar
to a gun carriage, upon vzhieh will lbe
mounted a dynamo and se:de-Might,
to be run from the car engine. This
will be used for night operatihni in
the desert. Without the searchlight




"Nifty will the general run of peo-
ple who are not carpenters, particu-
lars women of the household, never
learn the simple operation of prop-
erly 'handling a screw in using it to se-
cure parts of objects or the objects
themselves to something else?" Hor-
ace Lyndon interrogated. Have you
ever noticed the average operation of
this sort around, the house and noted
how, even if it were a Woman en-
gaged in its atteanpted execution, the
operator was reduced to a condition
of malediction on the screw? Per-
haps you have and forgotten about it.
The trouble is that the screw is ma-
nipulated front, the first witbout any
attempt to drive it nearly home and
give it a purchase in the wood Of
course the individual who know, the
trick will laugh at what be considers
the absurdity of stating what every-
body ought to know, but I'll wager
not one person in tea not a carpenter
does it the way it should be done,
and therefore invite trouble and need-
less exertion for themselves. A screw,
my boy, was never made to stand
alone. Tell it unto those not
in the open secret and tell them to
watch the next carpenter they ob-
serve in the act of screwing some
for subetantiary evidence. A
hammer must be brought into requi-
sition and the screw driven in until
the last screw thread has been driv-
en in beyond the collar of wood, then
apply the screw driver to the slot in
the sorely top and wind it down to
security in peace and as little expen-
diture of Labor. So simple is it, so
easy to nranipulate the screw when
one knows how, and when the know
how makes for fewer ruffled tempers
it ought to be widely stated."
Dope in Walnuts.
(Kansas City Staik)
"English walnuts once threatened
to become the stiple diet of quite a
large number of persons in the coun-
ty jail and state prison," said Andrew
f. Wilcox, warden of tffe Rhode Id-
land penitentiary, at the Midland ho-
tel yesterday afternoon.
"For quite a time ,they seemed to
enjoy no other food at all. We be-
gan thinking that the peanut, through
some fleck of taste, had gone out of
fashion. The delicacy was harmless
enough, and little or no restriction
was placed upon it as a gift to pris-
oners. After a time we began to be-
lieve the men were getting dyspep-
sia from over eating of the nuts. They
seemed drowsy and careless about
their work. One day the instinct told
me something was wrong. I discov-
ered that morphine and gum opium
were being concealed very ingenious:y
in those harraless looking Nuts.
stopped the gifts at once and we pho-
hibited nuts altogether after that, but.
the incident shows the endless re-
Ottrcefukess of dope fiends in evad-
nit detocticm _ _And_as--sione-ofretniI.provide 'a very large-percentage of
our criminals a psnitentiary officer hasto be constantly on thi Watch for new
devices to provide them with drugs."
iris mother, and the provisions of his never fel, the pain and artsrufbh' flat
1.41). written a short time prior to his woilid Ifav befa.fien her had she liveddevils were catriod but as near as to see her two only sons meet, suchofetAiits T/le original r0PVIot it is A fa*. for shy was so devoted to. stiff' erved in the county Cierk'lf them both.
and is in his own handwritihg.
don with the stories
proves' the 211-





Not Curious: "Do you knew whet
Husky said about you down at the
club last tiighti". "No, I don't know,The_tjlitfft4 hilt wilftedmice res'Irti and I don't care." "Don't care tothe. famines Lewis tardily is he
know 'what he said stink km04'41741:scl.nit. ndany crimes t mature
nelver made a nmte btlTui eiting
ptace. t •
what god would it clO? He's lavioe
is big as I ain."7-IioustOp
EDGAR e:W.\ WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY'
PADUCAH REAL EsTA'rt. WESTERN KENTUCKY ?ARIAL' &AftmaNTHLY PAYMENT' LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERNKENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PR XE USTFREE TO EVIIEvipoDY. ONO FOR tr.- _





An elegant line of imported clothe
and mailings for Pall and Winter.




516 Broadway. Opp. Fritternity Bid.
Special to Farmers
We are preparing to advertise in
the Northwest, and if you want to
sell your farm, list it with us and we
think we can sell it for you. Try us.
S. T. R.ANDLE
Manager Real Estate Degartombst,
Mechanics' & Farmers' Savinga Rank,
Room 3, easer.-r.
TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE









Office over Londler & Lydon.
314 litroatiway.
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE ANT/ THROAT






Office of Comptroller of the Currency.
Washington, D. C, Oct. is, 2905.
WHEREAS, by satisfactory evidenee
presiented to 'the undersigned it has
been made to appear that "The Pirst
Na1:10311( at TraClisci f" To-bested
in the City of Paducah, in the Coun-
ty of McCracken and State of Ken-
tucky, has complied with all the pro-
visions of the Ad of' Congress "to en-
able National Banking Associations
to extend their corporate existence,
and for other (Purposes" approved Jail
12, T882, as amended by the Act ap-
proved April tz, z000;
NON*, THEREFORE, I, William
B. Ridgely, Comptroller of the Cur-
rency, do hereby certify that "The
Firm National Bank of Padusak," lo-
cated in the eity of Paducah, in ;be
County of MeCracires phi State 'of
Kentucky, is authorize(' to have suc-
cession for the period *vestige in its
amended articles of asaoeiatOit; name-
ly, until close of besiness on October
1406-
In tastinsonewhereof witless iiy„
hand anti seal of office this Tenth dff
of October, Taos.
Y.SEAt..) ‘474 NinimaLT,
e.mptroller of the Curegitcy.
Cgarter No. Ito). Iketensient Nes 932.
Sabbaths pi. The Segisbx,
W. Sins' Oliver. Geo, Wt Oliver.






OFFICES: Beaton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, /(y.,
Room 11.4 Fraternity Building.
New Phone stc. Old Phone 303.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
/f you want your clothes clesummi,
dyed oe repaired, take them ft IL C.
Ross 3an South Third Street. I have
the alma line cf samples for tints
in the city. Saite made to order.
S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, hes Itryasse














Room No. 5, Columbia LAMM,
11M11•••••••111,
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART KM I:DING.
Fifth phone salt at the officio, bothphones 540 at residenc. Office hours
7 to 9 a. ; a to 3 D. in,, 7 to pp Ett-
H. T. Rivers, M. D.













,vs. NORTH' FIFTY 111‘1111EY
Roth noses
Once hours II to TO a. M., i to 3
ns. and 7 to g p. m. • 4
Subrillbe Pp
EXCUR SI N
St. Louis and Tennessee Rive* Path.
et company-the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lenaessee over
and retvrp.
It Is a trip 'of pleasure. co:Tifore
and rest; good service, good table,goed rooms, etc. Boats heave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.For other information apkg to Pmx oger, impesintendent; allt L.Brown, agent.





Rooms 1, it and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of th*
state. Both o'Iones et.
_
NOTIOE!
Highest rice pad for second-hand
StoVes 01r2c:
FUrr2itbre.
Buy anything and sell everything.
516-3a0 Court street Old phone Iva
Clem Fraasioli.
Moving wagon is coanectian.
E. H. PURVEAR,
A TTOR NE Y-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Baia












Rooms so. IT and vs. Colombia B.
PADUCAH, KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, Ise
Hurt hFifth, Both Phone 365.
Residence too Mae, Old Phone =ha
It. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—




Office over Globe Bank and Trust
C., .306 Broadway,





MN Dhow 5sWooe phone 474 •
Vernmn Blythe
PHYSICIAt AND SURGEON,
Rooms 2o4-6 Fraternity Building,
'Dr. J. IGILBERT
OSTIMNPA:SHM1 PHYSICIAN































































































































Hundreds of usands of Pounds
of Dye/Ott and Powder
In List.
Vs'a/ ngton, ihioh, 6 —The exttag-
sive p hy the Isthmian cal
cotmnissso been completed -4
the present . .ugth requisitione for
material are antly being received:
These are fore, 1 lots oi 4fiattl-
ilaneous sup i
The comon purchased or
ordered 646,000 of blasting
powder and 611Zo6 of dyAa-
the line of the veal that tap
moved. Thirty million feet
has been purchased, about'
feet coming from the Pacific co
The paving of the city of Panama
has required the purchase of 7,000,000
paring brick, while 3,soo,000 brick are
balding% gp4 Viper's f
to be used ins. ttie corteir
,
a 4111
enchsi_dies tile -engine u hvirel
Pa iu RiroaciI 2coMit7ltielefte e Ott
been boat& for excavation work. -
The medical supplies of the canal
cone are purchased; through the of-
fice of etw surgeon general of the
which a
things !up and white nine
army. glleteuitEde anilbng other
experirhestat puts-
poses; also wooden kg's of assorted.
sizes. Orders ,re filed for Wee* and
playing cards among others in the





Place Where Wild-Cat Whisky Was
Made Found and Destroyed.
STINGY SUMS FOR RIVERS
The Southern Streams to Be Given
Niggardly Appropriations.
,Washin-gten, 1). C., Nov. 6.---The
annual report of the chief of engi-
neers, .which Wash released tonight,
cembaine- but little 4sew matter in re-
sift k,..lation to river heir -hot- improve-
ments. This is doe t the fact that
the ' admiehttretion policyhie to ap-
propriate this winter an atieetnit sue.
fehent only to carry on or idstiplete
work already cogaiineneal. M of
the *mil Titer pjeCtit gave on a
.tinaocetelededhaitti*ele In suchsgales,
where it is deemed rtecessarysfirmike
-further allowaecee, recoigeffendation
is Mack: L ' • : -
The estionates of elOff- Mississippi
river .coanniesion f Mississippi
to the mouth of Ohio, are as
ItkAal : Hea th' pettiest to




therm, Ar5pm 5,000: improv-
ez, Miss, and Vidalia, La.,
; rectification Red and Ateli-
lava river's, La., $50.coo; New Or-
lean.; harbor, $300,000; total $3,-
4ttIntiNA
25,000. '
co?tnelie  r prcifit-
lieetnennifftelhdletierrt1Witeitrift-
cal yearreast ers-dollows.: -
F.43e1S9llia river, Miss., $520,6aa:
Guffport-Ship Island channel, main-
tenance, $to,000; Peer! river
Rockport„..to ..eomplete, ..03S,
Southwest Pas., if, addition to ttneule
pehded balmy? of 01:43i.o8, may be
profitably expended $500,00o; South
risskoono; Otiachifa ant ftlack, in ton-
al nfaiinlenance and improvements.
jsiana and Arkansas, 8.132.266; Ten-
nessee river above Chattatiooga, to
complete, $45e,00to Chattanooga to
Riverton, may be profitably expended
$3oo,000. '
KITCHEN'S oF THE RICH.
It's nice to know about them evenLexine102. Min., Nov. 6- E E- ' if owe cannot afford to own many OfBell, general deputy collector ot in-, the wonderful new kitchen invention,tenni revetattretg: 1.....rialei,2Zil-




rich haul Y neer ;tia.or- i 1Pal.. ,. glass rhElds proll ehltfiLlhoill_the -ay4 .elnlnfl a with ice for pawky. ThgeSsois• at -big&still. Frac lama' wnris "1".1_- Silk ...•&A4  4wsb 4avisiskt-400idIS - -tait%—tMe
ter* ha" been tniiit griP1aat/OW th4 ttglial t""41* -
place illtiee end incites s *yes eonsid-liquor in that section, but never grable space in 'he Pantry, Ind op ac-learned the exact place until a day 01' ;count of a stout handle at the top,so ago. They left here Tlatirt•dilY / nsay be easily moved 'from place tomorning, and went over in the neigh- place
borhood where the find was made. There are tables and Pastry shelves
they fanca 41`e )ht; hilty par-
...nd after oir tns thdP6 all night, coysred liege . plebe ,ghta)mw ,nir4,: 1
tri471all int* of )altirtn 'tak theties, but f -75allon ,copper orpfice ofuircii. The sau epans e it?still copper worm, tin cop, la per- blue and white enamel, and the dies-4 meoters, one thee stand, 60o gallons pea and sink are of the same ware,1 of beer and considerable corn and dark blue preferably.
meal. ., . i Ainicitt as attehtless are the va-While there was no arrest made ,r10110 eartiten dishes now we muchthe officers confidently believe that used in cobking,those attractive lit-they are on the right track for violet- th bakers and c‘sseroles and rsme-ors ot.aihenZmiricheve , .andicient kin., of Cbooletc, hreeetn,
proof to tie*? ' tIlle ar-IWILite javiaC-The Ara Ihr sugar dreit, will follow soon. Where the salt come in blue and white pore--
still labs located was in a very lsilbqraurnithellk4,4n
filtheeir snatwraecse. 
painted and
contain, and sparsely settled, and for
for moombiners. From the sign, the en use, and one which will fill a
many TAW hid biltileirgrent% eighth $.4 4 r alallinSaaa•SINfelltilldleiCIFir
officers 0tatrd that there had been a tragihrett- waltil, is the sieve Or Cara'n.
der which hands by itself. Neverrun of whisky made the day before,
presumably for the primary election does .ctie 10411117 realize the limita-
tion. of twc; hands until one tries to
4
which was held in Carroll rounty on
out totTuesday. as it was reported that s eour jelly or soup keen a'e-:
large amount of whisky was used leg kettle into a wobbly sieve or bag.in
Theslatest if a tectioend frying pan,that section of the .toilety . on .that
Se
day. divided through the middle so that
• I 0ne may cook two things at the
Success intoxicates„ defeat Seriengte-1 .frttererT,
same, time 44„rsim creer‘'one,nleddle. Divided
egg, the real ;tun. hold flavors
./f cream. There ars_Ftrikarberex but-
The sam'e elofthis that mi▪ ke a wo- n rs iOnineaPdivideaPiri jeovitlint10101.4r4rfissfih. in werictV-..ma often local( her husband.
are sina/i enough to be served on
41florttei Mate% Churn* for refintilrfiEATERS OP CLAY.
•
(Chicago Chrookle,)
"The clay-eaters. are hardy, but
pale. The clay is a deep yellow. with
a smooth, sweet taste, something like
yellow jack molasses candy."
The ethnologist had just returned
from North Carotins, where he bad
been studying. the iameut colony of
clay-eaters.
"They are all English descent," he
contineed, "and they talk with a
marked Engliiih accent. They are a
tittle ashamed of their habit. 'hey
deny it at firsf to strangers. But tins
rha.me soon disappears.
'The clay is eaten raw, cut into
round_ cakr-s__Sometimes it he breaded.
and served with molasses .or maple
syrup. Sonvetimest again, it is mixed
with sweet potatoes in a pudding.
'1 tried it. The taste was siekening
to roe. I could no more have eaten
the loathsome staff than I could have
eeten a plug of chewing tobacco.  '
cream and molchinev floe kneading
bread- and stirring cake Some of
these thing's are info/pensive. It is ia-
teresing to teat! about them anyway.
—*very day Lilt.
Raileroodas of Two Contineets
In the statistical tables the 2T0,000
miles of railroad in the United States
are set down as ecisting sixteen bil-
lions of dollars, whjk the 170,000
miles in Europe are estimated at
twenty billions.
The greater cost for the smeller
mileage of Europe means more solid
construction there_ ood_ accounts_ in
rtirige measure fro the greater titrrober
of accidents in America.
In a new country in which long
lines of new road are built every
year it is imposeible to attain at once
the tostlti construction and the re-
sulting eakty that are possible in the
"The clay if feured neat the nueerah de ns e4ir
Old irld.
populated countries of the
• streams. They ate it first from bun- •
. 
. ger die to crop failures, but they'hat 30i19* of oar Marti' Ma& are. frnir-
It now as .the Chinese eat opium, eie- .esver, firstly its ,,and safe as the
.. cause they have formed e' vIci . fast. dr!Eurofeetilad in time all of
i taste for it." them may become so. 
- 
. 'Oil Magnate—"A'h, my hoe i O;A. Adam was showing Eve... .4
lionaire's position is," lard one." ;,, tiful sights •
iSkeptical Friencheintt what way/ "How do yo
Olt Meenate—"tf ti "but T)1rard em a
he u-
if I give my nvonerynlitte they 1 to send souveni al car a
wealth Il-, V wie„ "What is t/In)''
am trying to ease my guilty con- srite answered, with a dry sob —Chi-
sciente."—Tit-Bits. cago Tribune.
St Petersburg ,ie to have I school Domestic pfees,.: nusbano—,,,A.T.
of agriculture for ki.tartries only. 't1)111lr totl Prkilt idt'wSlown tkilai* JNY
' dear? Shall I order some more of
,- - • ' .. - '4 dot .41611.1111illic 11111 611 w'-
'1641snY of the large ocean grey- have plenty left: hut I wish you wietsid
bonnie, carry eats as mascots, these stop at an intelfirence office and or-
SATURDAY SMILES. There Is No Real Death
(By Camille Flammarion.)
A human being dies every /second
open thevehole sorfece of this ,terres-
trial globe—that is to say, about 86 -
• die every day, 31,000,000 every
year, or more than 3,000,000,000 in a
centuey, In ten . ceneuries more than
ace000,0000,00 -eorpee have been
given to the earth and returned to
atmosphere circulation iii the form of
water, gases, vaporretc.
11 we take into account the diminu-
tion Of the hnorift peotilaticin .as we
go back to remoter age, we find that
in io,000 years 260,000,000,00o of hu-
man bodies, at the lowest ealeulation,'
have been formed by means ' of resoir-oder the most pleasant month ip the ation and ahmentation front the' earthyear?" "I haven't any preference," and the atmosphere and have return=said the discontented man. "Bills
come due in ale of them just about
the same."—Washin'geon Star.
Distinction W5th a DifferenCe: eoodesIktroley-h"What they call ereferee
e $teck pays divt-
dends, isn't it?" Wisitnan-h"Not at
all; but the slack that does PayfTv
detods is always prefereed.'Phila-
de)phia Press':
`Caution: )11sthOhs M' Rouse (Who
his had kiiihei elfahpened by. Miler:
ant knife-grinder)--Pffeve you put st
g edge on them?" Ktrife Grin
" es. mum; pou'll have to be precicnis
c eful 'ow you put them into y
uth."
_Natural Aptitude: "What profession
_will your son follow?" "Haven't de-'
Sided. If his heir is: especially lux-
riant advise him to be a nuoi-
jail, If his beard is particularly.
,ferivy I'll tell him to be e physician."
=Washington Star.
Voice of the People: "I hear that
old Skinflint has gut religion." "Has
he? kria roust have run across a chance
to cheat somebody else out of it."—.
Record- H erald..
iBriggeo-It seems as if everything
had gone ev in.price—except hump
lif,eo-that's cheaper than ever.
Griggs—But that isn't a necessity.
"John, I sineoly must, have another
gown." "For -what occasion?" "The
new cook is coming tomorrow, and
I have nothing decent to receive her
in."--Ckvelagd,
-No Frirfeieneto , it do you con-
Fortunes Won on Races.
(New York Press)
Nearly every day the racing reports
neention.tremerelous winnings on this
or that -horse Much ado is made
over a "scoop" by John Watch-Me-
Gates-Drake, Field, Johnson and oth-
ers of the gang of plungers, soch
PUMA as $40,000, $51d000, $6hocio and
•even as rawly as oriatoiso being re-
corder. -It is alfs seine to use
of the Notre 5 as a visor when esti-
mating winning's. 'Rot vrhy such a
fess over small winnings? elhhin't
Henry Chaplin win aeot000 be the
victory of his niarclojeered-st colt
Hermit who captured the Derby in
?. A score of his friends who
d the rank (mightier on his ruftig-
tit mg* as tnuch $100,000 each.
Among the big winners on Hermit
was a thendorr butcher, who bet ev-
ery shilling be had on the horse Sind
raked down $sonotee He thus made
more money out of Nome flesh in
one day than in all hi S out of
beef. John Gully, the finnotis prize
qichter. won $1;5oo,cioci rat Andloser,
but of that sem was able to obtain
payment of only %bout *45,:oto.; His
total winnings on the Derby alone
were not much leer than 02,5oniono
and be died worth upward of Soo-
cco,000, practically al/ of which he
made nut of bosses and horse racing.
More fortunes are won and Mat each
year on the Derby than 041 soy other
race in the world. The money that
Change* handy over that gttat class-
ic has been ettimeted by otreful pen-
lie at $to,boo,ocee
. Sends Photos by Wire.
(Munich Cot. Olicago Record-Her-
ald.)
Preff. torn, a leading electrical in-
ve claimed in a recent leettge
befor .tfle EleetroeTechnioab *shod-
ation at the 'poiblent liaimunit-
ting_ ()graphs by telegrapItAticl
been solved in principal, and it eras
now ippasiblee elo transmit a phiateC
giant. or' sketch vie inches opine in
from to to 20 minutes Mi.' was
dorm  river A telegraph line between
Miunirh and Name/thug, but was
equally precticai over t000 miles.
The photograph to be transmitted
is placed in a transparent glass cylin-
ck-r which revoloves slowly, at the
same time moving froth right to left.
A ray of electric light is thrown upon
the cylinder and lens, and, when the
ray reaches the interior it is brighter
or darker, "cording to the coloring
of that particular part of the photo- Attempted to Kill Husband's Four
graph through which it passes. Children end Herself.
Inside the cplinder is some selen-
ium which transmits an electrical cur-
rent in proportion to the intensity of
the light brought to bear on it. The
selenium transmits the current more
rapidly in brisht and less rapidly as
the light decreases. This selenium is
connected with a wire, over which
i&—photograph is t-aileinitted.
The receiving station consists of an
electrical Nernst lamp placed inside
a glass cylinder, covere•di with sensi-
tized paper. The Nernst lamp borne
snore or less brightly, according to
bit* varying current transmitted by
the selenium at the other end, and
thin reproduces the exert 'the& of
the original pbstorampla
ed to them again.' The molecules of
oxygen, !oh eget], of carbonic acid
geue of az, te which constituted these
haae enriched the earth and
__Nes, the earth which we inhabit is
itoday formed in tiara of ittii mià
of. brains which have ilihdiehh, ielf the
;myriads of organisms whihh leave Leave
Illinois Central Railroad
• TIME TABLES






Leave Horse Branch 


















7:55 p.m.Arrive Gibbs, Tenn.  .8:3t
Arrive Rives 8:30 p.m. 
Jacks-01MT 
Memphis  10:30 p.m.
New ,Orleans  11 100 o.te..
-1-'hAee
. We walk over "our inesthes, as ocolye
those who come 'after us 'will' walk Leave
It;.a,ve
us. -
e brows of the thinkers, the eyeh ' cave
which have fooked, smiled, wept; the Amen
lips which haie sung Ot love, the' Leave
arm of the worker, the blood 'hi the
and the poor alike, all who 'have Arrive
/wive
fired, all who have thought, (fie 
int
vanquished, yodth and ege, the fich Amos
the same earth. ,
It would he '&ffictift at this day
to take a single step upou the planet
Arrive
Arrivewithout ivelkipg over the remaieloof
the der,e; it eiotdfid difficult "trot at Arrive
tir drink wiehooi ,he-ahsorbing. ivehat
hale been eaten and drunk a thousand
times already. It would 'be difficult
to breathe without incorporating the
air already breathed by the dead. No. 306.
Do you believe then that this is all IA% Padur-ah• • • • 12:40P.ni•
there is of humanity, do you think 'list. Carbondale.. 4:25p.m.
it leaves nothing nobler, grander, Ar. ChIca8c,  5:302.-m.
more spiritual behind? Does each Ar- St. Isrttns. • • • 8:ospon.
one of us, in giving up his last
breath, give nothing to the universe
but so mtny pounds of flesh and
Ab one, which become disintegrated
and are returned to the elements'?
Has not the sett!' that animates the
body as good a:right to exist as each
ores of the molecules. of :oxygen,
azote or 'iron? And ail 'the semis with
have lived, do then not stall exist?
We have no reason -to affirm that
men is formed 'solety of material ele-
ments, and that tire. faculty of think- Tmins insulted the, V') run daily except Sunday. All other trains runing is only a property of his crrgani- osoy. Trains 103 and ma carry through sleepers between Cincionati.zation. We have bet the'cOntrary the
strongest reasons ,for believing 
Memphis ana New Orleans; trains lot and toe sleepers between Louis-vile.that Itfonehris and New Orleans. Trains 8or arid 822 sleepers hetiereen Paducahthe soul is an individual entity, and andthe force which governs the mole-
chdes in organiizng the liviing form
of the leitnan bode,. . ,














Arrive Central City 


























































































































Lv. Princeton.. 2 :35pen.
Ar. Paducah.... 4:eep.ne
Lv. Paducah.... ynoptm.
Ar. Cairn "8735P In-
Ai. St. Louis 7:08a.m.
kr. Chicago  8:05a.m.
(South
61:45-8.m.35Lv. Chicago....
7,451.-m- Le. St. Louis ..
925a.m.Lv. Cairo 
950a.m.Ar. Paducah 
It :10aareLve Paducah 


















iptangible midlecules which consti-
.
tine our 6otti diaries life?. They bee
Come pert of new bodies. What be-
comes o fthe soul, equally invisible
and intangible; It is reasonable to
suppose that they' lido hem/et rein-
carnated in new organisms, each one
folk:raring his nature ,Isisrecuiths and
'his destiny.
The time wilt surely cowrie when We
shall be able to penetrate the deep
Secrets of destiny. Today all is. Tort-
tery and ignorance. But the tin.
known of yeeteiday is the truth of
tomorrow.
It is an absolute inrcintestab'e fact,
demonstrated by history and science,
that in all ages, among all people.,
ad under religious forms the most
iverse, the idea of immortality le-.mains fixed imperishably in the
'dept. of the human conschore: Ed-
ucation has given it a thousand dif-
ferent iorme, hut it has notoieveptediit. This in-erachgeble idea is self-ex-
istent. Every human being on corn-
ing into the world, brings with him,
under a form ,inore or less vague this
inward sentiment, this ,cksire, this
hope.
STEPMOTHER'S REVENGE.
- A Virvasstlaittyar); • •
"A 'white preacher was conducting
religious services in a col church





Lord, gib him de eye of de eagle dat
he spy out sin afar off, glue hisji$1140
to de gospel plow.tie hie tongue to de
llnç trade nail big at to de vs-
eel Iltetw 'Me bead down be-
tween his knees, his knees way down
"dastrf.',
ley where prayers is much wanted to
he made. 'Noint him wid de hero-k pets being well known globe trot- der me %elf-rising servant girl.*— gene oil of salvation and sot him on
New York Weekly.
'Minneapolis, Minn, Nov. 6.—Mrs.
hies M. Brennan, of No. 5o Knox
avenue, Minneapolis, quarreled with
her husband and after be had gone to
.work attempted' to kill his Tour chil-
dren and herself. She shot and killed
ese-hhechildreer redowentrided the
other two so that neither of them is
expected to recover. 'She turned* the
revoleer on herself sad reteived a hal-
let in the left breast, which, it is be-
lieved, will resvk in death.
Mre. Brennan is the second wife of
Mk'. 'Brennan, and it' the stepmother
of the children.
She apd'ihr husband have frequent-
ly had- tronfile reteset the Children.
FIRE CAUSES PANIC.
St. Louis. For further information, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A.; Louisville, ky.
1OHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G P. A., Chicago, 111.
C C. ICCARTY, D. P. A_ St. Louise )(o.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
ed Girls and Fifty Men




ssrick Nefre paper bee
gittnighek,Clreerrwicli 4into a panic Saturday night
by e ,fire whith conepletely, tiegro,ci
ate' quickly I 44 itbd
flames spread mat leo' than fifty
tetheellth
by the stairs. The rest were res
by firemen who tarried themds
ladders to the street. Al') escaped
unhurt. The total dornaape is $140,000.
ry at
were
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE FUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDIel!, TO MATCH
FOR THE srALL SUM OF ONLY 6s CEN„T'S. bi/ek PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS', THAT OTHERS AR4 SELLING AT 6 CENTS ?ER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY iVAc PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE RO LL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, tax, 15c, sot
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL RINDS, ALL PRICILii
10 SUN' THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL FFFECT, INGRA/h3
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVh-Allha eo -
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS ad
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BRADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING._
ii3-APERE .ALL A1113 ines OUR NICE LINE OP SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AN
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
.C. LEE
'Corse! 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
ilnyter4,1ktrg synd FrrIbqlrnerg.ft'
130 SOUTH THIRD ST, PADUCAH. Klt
) MAIM RINfitit & CO.
Subsc the for The Register









Tuesday Morning, Not, 7,
•76'• *41,
-LOCAL
re--The door of the hallway leading
Upstairs tit° the Columbia 'building
on Bro way - 'between • Fifth and
Sixth st4ets, slammed together hard
Sunday eight, and crashed the fine
plate glass in same.
—The ,soetiehormd passenger train
due here at 3:45 o'cloch yesterday
morning, was delayed three hours on
account of the freight wreck at Har-
rodsburg, where seven freight cars
were derailed. The train had to be
detoured by way of Henderson, and
this caused the delay.
—The board of education holds its
regular inonthly session this eveniag
at the Washington building_on West
Broadwity.
—Tlhe aggregated musicians organ-
ized under Professor Harry Gilbert
!lave decided to form themselves into
a big orchestra, and not band, There
are 25 pieces and they wile rehearse
every Thursday evening at the K. of
P. hall, and also of.-_,Suncley , after-
noons.
• —The steam beating plant for the
roundhouse in the,joical Illinois Cen-
tral yards coniin*nced yesterday
morning uncle t supervision of Mr.
Knoiltles, seLerintendent of the water
supply depaanseel for the Lemisvilk
iIt v ision. It 
wir 
ta"r sOme days to
complete tille411blit,'Ilthich will make
the plant one of the best on the sys-
tem.
—Fair and cooler is the weather
predictions for today. Yesterday
opened cloudy but at times was
brig*. Last night the mercury took
S several degrees' fall after dark.
—Many people Sunday visited the
'scenes of last week's two big fires,
partici:121-'1 the one of Saturday night.
NECKLACE ARRIVED.
Chatjwick's Necklace W'd1 Be
Exhibited Today at B/eiers.
The fine el: amoral necklace former-
ly worn by Mrs. Cassie Chadwick ar-
rived here yesterday, consigned to
Jeweler John J. Bleich, who will to-
day put same on erhibition at his es-
tablidIrment';:n Broadway near Third
"poet. Last night the valuable was
'kept in the vault of the American-
German bank where it will be placed
'every night while here. During the
day a policeman stands guard con-
stantly beside the window to protect
the necklace that has over coo dia-
Monitts in same. , '4.
•
Lumber Buyers.
We desire to notify 1141,1041001)-
$undary morning's trff Will not
t-hiltelve in any. manner with our or-- Ns; - •
-*vs ',hid; we can 614 constahtly, on
account of, the- large 'lock we have
on hands.
I eNGSAFF-ORM MFG. CO.
•
MANY PORTS INCLUDED.
Sixteen -billion Dollars Estimated
Cost of Defenses for Sea Coast.
Vi'ashitagton, Nov. 6.—Sixteen
di liare wil be necessary to com-
plete thi engineering work of the sea
'toast fmtifications • the United
states, *der the plats of the) Endicott
apording to the report of Brig-
adier Gentral'Alexander Mackenzie,
eclief of 'entrineers There has already
been appropriated for this purpose
S$8,693,434. Permanent projects at
.=-Orw. gleam-m.11a Tiltd-, and most of them are welt
Onder v-ay.
• • •
Co). J. Smith Hurt, a veteran of
the Mexican and civirwars, is dead
M M. Sterling.
ABOUT PEOPLE
Miss Den Branford, of Union City,
Tenn., yesterday returned home after
visiting Mrs. Weightman Smith, of
Los Angeles, Cal., why is here the
guest of her mother, Mrs. H. P. Haw-
kins, of Kentucky avenue, near Sixth.
Mr. J. E. Bergen, of the Paducah
Home Telephone company, has re-
turned freer' a -UV. through this -sec-
tion, inspecting the long distance
Imes of the concern.
Miss Lizzie Hanson has returned to
Louisville after visiting Mrs. M.
Carney, of Jefferson street.
Mb-. J. H. Maxey is visiting here
from Weatherford, Texas.
Mks. J. H. Walker and child, of
Jackson, Tenn., arrived yesterday to
visit the former's parents, Rev. and
!Ors. T. J. Newell.
Mr. James Baldwin, of Smithland,
will return home today after visiting
here.
Mrs. Jtiseph Randall has returned
• a -11*-e-e-cire-e1V-Virft -16-Wer—s-an,
Mir. Guy Randall, who is foreman of
the railroad shops at Lexington, Ky.
Mrs. C. C.' Lon, of Nashville
Tenn., and her granddaughters, are
visiting Mks. J. M. Cockrell, of Jack-
son street.
Messes. John Trent and U. H. Clark
returned yesterday from Chicago.
IMlisses Louise Menses and Lula
Jones, of Hopkinsville, are visiting
Mjss Lillian Owen.
Mr. Edward West yesterday went
to 42ussellville to visit.
Mrs. J. W. Bond, of Jackson, Tenn.,
is' visiting Mrs. J. W. Robertson, of
Jefferson street
Miesdarnee Ike Peters and jr-ank
G'ra'hama oft Memphis, Tenn., Mrs,
George Foos, of Baton Rouge, La.,
and Dr. William Christian, of Cin-
cinnati, have arrived to attend the
Leech-Fowler wedding.
'Isles. R. G. Route has returned from
Henderson. where • she attended the
funeral of her brother.
Mk. James Greenebaum left Sea-
day for New Yoik to enter business
and locate.
Mletiers. Oscar Hank, J. D. Bacon,
Zack - Cockrell, Tom Owen, Dick
Clements, Abe Anspacher and Clar-
nee Brown yesterday went to Teo-
ner's lab* for a ten days' fish'
outing.
'NW. IL S. Wklis goes to New York
tomocyqwussaes.
H ins, of the Wah
laerd ,as resigned his plac
arty. el
tt 
and bur gone to Princeton to take
chargrfrOfe city laundry there, he
having leased it for six months. His
wife goes up in two weeks to join
him.
Mrs. L. 14. King, of St. Louis, is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. J. W.
Stokes
Capt. H. Armstrong and faintly left
yesterday for tillonkon, 'Al..., to join
the James Shelby circus band. The
captain owned the:aoth, Century float-
ing palace: but sold slate here to C.
Orr and others, who had been with
Ringling brothers' cirrus. The new
owners departed for the south yester-
day with their river attraction.
-11CITY TAX BILLS.
City Treasurer John Dorian Sold
Them Yesterday.
Yesterday City Treasurer and Tax
Collector John J. Dorian, sold at pub
lic auction the delinquent tax balsa
showing the amounts due from city
projerty owner June 1st, as the first
half .rif therenunicipal taxes. The to-
tal sum due was $4,582.53, and the
bills were bought in for the municipal
government by City Auditor Alexan-
der:Kirkland. Of the SUM due $3.831.-
47 was due from white people, and
the balance from colored landowners.
PICTURESQUE CEREMONY
n Memory of Death of Marie An-
toinette Held in Paris.
Paris. Nov. 6.—A picturesque ceree
moony in memory of the death of
Queen Marie Antoinette was cele-
brated it the Cfsurch of St. Den de
la Chappelle on the anniversary of
the day in im on which the queen
was beheaded. The officiating clergy
wore red, the coltir consecrated, by the
Catholic church fqr memorial ser-
vices for martyrs.
kirimerin velvet was draped' over the
walls and pilasterer and a crimson -silk
alt•ar cloth ktill further impressed trp-
,of----flie-epeetetkr.s t he-
gory anniversary which they were
there to commemorate.
••
One death and one new case of
yellow fever were reported Senday in
New Orleans.
aied81111111nws...-
  1 
GOOD SHOW
PRESENTED BY THE JULE
FOREMAN COMPANY LAST
NIGHT.
Election Returns Will Be Read From
the. Stage Tis‘ Esrening for the- - -
Benefit of Audience.
The Jule Foreman Opera company
presented the musical burlesque,
"Cinderella," to a good sized crowd
at The Kentucky last night. The
show is one of the best popularWei
attractions ever seen here, and was
warmly applauded by the audience.
Isfiss Foreman, the prima donna, poe-
sesses magnetism and ability. Her
hest stunt was when she sand:
Sheep," attired in 'boy's varsity toe
gery. Miss Foreman, however, wail
-the- wherie- show;
honors with Boby Nolan, Who was
extremely funny in the grotesque
comedy robe of "Dandino," and Jno.
Morris, whose portrayal of "Melon'
kept the audience laughing. Fred
Gcxkling got all the fun possible nut
of, the minor part of "Peodro."
The management hag made arrange-
ments so that this evening the elec-
tion returns will be read from the
stage and the audience kept posted as
to what is going on in this respect.
The brOupe gives a matinee this af-
ternoon, and another performance to-
night, and those who have witnessed
same are highly pleased with the first





The City of Satitlo passed out last
night bound for Si. Louis, from the
Tennessee river. She gets to St.
Louis tonight and leaves there tOnint-
w. afternoon, on her return this.
ay.
The Dick Fowler skips out for
Cairo this morning at 8 o'clock and
comes back tonight about Ir.
The Henry Harley left for Evans-
ville yesterday and comes back tomoe-
row, while today's boat in that trade-
Is the Wierrenn.
The Bob Dudley left yesterday kw
the Cumberland river, and does not
return until the last of this Wolk
The City crit Savannah passed here
Sunday morning en mute from Si
Louis to the Tennessee river.
The steamer Clyde comes out of the
Tennessee river this morning and
lays here until 5 o'clock tomorrow af-
ternoon before skipping out on tier
return that way.
The steamer Charleston Sunday
went to the Illinois landings op-
positearre, ajad gathered up 2,000
bags of corn t were SOsiglIr














St. Louis, 13.5; rieing.
Mt. Vernon, 9.9; falling.
Paducah, tone. falling.
LARGER WARSHIPS FAVORED.
Naval Officials Desire to Hate In-
creased Gun Power.
Washington. Nov. 6.—The senti-
ment irnOng naval officials in favor
of larger warships with increased gun
power, will, it is expected, result in
an appeal to congress to increase the
tonnage of the two battleships author
ized by...the act of March last to 18,-
000 tons. The general board of the
navy. of which Admiral Dewey is at
the head, has submitted to Secretary
Bonaparte 4 recommendation for a
naval increase program The secre-
tary now has the subject isr4er C(111-
sideration.
Giffle—"Well, you'll be losing
with young Smithers."
Spinks—"Oh, just a boy and girl
friendship. Won't come tb anything!'
Giffte—"Don't fool yourself. They
spend all their time looking in the We have e'm to sell—you wantwindows of furniture stores. —Chi- 'ern-5-A Plersh Robes, $2 50 to $1e.cago Sun. Powell-Rogers Co.
.POPULAR WANTS
I WANTED—F.ight lady canvasserswith experience and acessainlenee inPaducah. Apply at 128 South Fourth
'street. Good salary.
- 
For Rent—Store house now occu-
pied by Jiones Installment company,
Nos. 125-123 North Fourth street. Ap-
ply to Thouipson-Wilson Co.'#/frt,
FOR RENT—Three unfurnished
reoms or Jight boreo-teepoosj_ae 438
South Sixth.
WIANTED--Press feeder at Padu-
cah Printing and 'Bookbinding Com-
pany at 102 Broadway.
•
Blue Points at Ragan's Cafe today,
t cent each. Old 'phone co6-red.
FOR SALE—On North Sixth and
Bart, 4a130- and one groom house.
Inquire zor8 Trimble street.
FOR RENT—Furnished room
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
FOR SALE—Wagon, horse and
harness, all in good shape. Apply to
Ten S nth
FOR RENT—Tve cottages; one
5 rooms, one 6 rooms; modern con
viencies. Adams street between Fifth
and Sixth. Apply on premises.
WANTED—Insurance, investment
and building and loan agents; 'high
class propositions; good agents can
make trap per month. The Standard
Guaranty and Trust Co., Washington,
DC.
Money in Timber Lamle.
Fortunes have been made and can,
easily be made today by buying Ar-
kansas rich river bottom lands, heav-
ily covered with timber, at a nominal
price, holding the hand for a few Svars
and then selling the timber at twice
the price the land and timber both
cost and then have the land cleared
and sell it for five tImekthe original
pneehave price and. soaetimes ten
times the cost. We bare a proposi-
tion of this kind in z,603e acres of
land in Arkansos at onty $3.54) per
acre. One-third cash, balance m and a
years, at 6 per cent. This land whep
clear will rent or $5.cto per acre per
year. Fv11 particulars on reene4.
EDGAR W.WHITTEMORE RgAL
ESTATE AGENCY.
Fraternity building. Both phones 835.
TO 'THE PUBLIt.
I am an independent candidate for
coroner of MIcCrachten reality, arid as
I have been unable to get amnia,' and
see my friends and other voters, I re-
spectfully ask them to consider my
candidacy before casting their votes.
I have lived in Paducah all my life,
and am peefectly familiar with the
duties of office, having served Jot-
many years as coroner, and am will-
ing and promise to if elected,_ dis-
ciarge those duties to the best of my
ability MWANCE.
Galvanized Rubber Roofing war-
ranted for steep or flat roof or over
old shingles, requires no coating or
paint. Ford Manufacturing Co., Chi-
en°. G. R. Davis & Bro., local
agents.
5-A Horse Blankets are the best










Our Sheet Music Sole
Continues Until November 1 1 th.
YOU CERTAINLY MISS THE CHANCE 01? THE YEAR TO
BUY THE LATE SONGS AND INSTRUMENTAL HITS AT BAR-
GAIN PRICES UNLESS YOU COME TO US THIS NEXT WEEK.
ALL THE LATE COPYRIGHT NOVELS AT CUT PRICES.
FLNIE STATIONERY BY THE BOX OR POUND AT CUT
PRICES
OUR MAGAZINE CLUB IS GROWING. GET










We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: °floe 385—Residence 1696
the Buffet
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
C. Gray, proprietor.
- .
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
Elverything geasonable in the eatable line served to ordealfine noonday lunch for 25 center.
Fancy B. P. Rocks.
To make room for our stock the
coming winter we will sell until De-
cember Set, choice stock for $t cash
or $5. ler six—Either pullets or cock-
erels. Mrs. W. L. Kennedy, Loia,
K y
111111‘awwwwwr__ _ —I _
Dr Lillard D. Sanders has rernov-
lid his office from the Trtseheart
building to his resiebnce, 318 South
Sixth street, opposite court 110.1611.
14_ 
FULL LINE SASH, DOOR.S, PINEFLOORINGUANDNALIJIOTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.
Sherrill-Kussell Lumber Co.
INCORPORAW,D.
Both 'Phones 295. Prompt Delivery Eleventh alici Tennessee Streets,
'! atm
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